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Instructions

Starting point: Backward symbolic execution uses constraint solvers [1], usually in the form of SMT solvers
[2], to find program inputs that lead to a certain bug. Current SMT solvers support basic data structures, but
cannot directly handle more complex data structures, for example, pointer structures on the heap.

Objective: Extend the backward symbolic execution tool AskTheCode [3] with the handling of heap data
structures.

Methodology:
1) Investigate and summarize the relevant literature.
2) Identify the most promising method(s) for transforming operations on heap data structures into constraints
for SMT solvers.
3) Design an integration of those methods into the AskTheCode tool and implement the result.
4) Document and test your extension on appropriate examples.
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Abstrakt

Ćılem této práce je významně rozš́ı̌rit AskTheCode, dř́ıve vytvořený doplněk
nástroje Microsoft Visual Studio, který využ́ıvá zpětnou symbolickou exekuci
pro verifikaci aserćı v kódu C#. Jedno z největš́ıch omezeńı našeho doplňku
byla neschopnost analyzovat objekty na haldě a operace na nich. Pro doplněńı
této funkcionality jsme nejdř́ıve začali rešerš́ı existuj́ıćıch postup̊u, ze kterých
jsme vybrali tři nejzaj́ımavěǰśı: ĺınou inicializaci, symbolickou inicializaci a
využit́ı teorie poĺı. Tyto techniky jsme d̊ukladně analyzovali s přihlédnut́ım na
specifické požadavky našeho nástroje. Dı́ky jej́ım očekáváným výkonnostńım
charakteristikám jsme vybrali použit́ı teorie poĺı. Tuto techniku jsme trans-
formovali, aby ji bylo možné využ́ıt ve zpětné symbolické exekuci, včetně
efektivńıho využit́ı zásobńık̊u podmı́nek v SMT řešič́ıch. Na řadě př́ıklad̊u v
jazyce C# jsme následně ukázali korektnost této implementace.

Kĺıčová slova zpětná symbolická exekuce, symbolická halda, ĺıná inicial-
izace, symbolická inicializace, teorie poĺı

Abstract

This thesis enhances AskTheCode, a previously created extension of Microsoft
Visual Studio which uses backward symbolic execution to verify assertions in
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C# code. One of the biggest AskTheCode limitations was the inability to
reason about heap objects and operations. In order to implement this feature,
we started by surveying existing techniques. As the most promising ones were
selected lazy initialization, symbolic initialization and the utilization of the
theory of arrays. After an analysis driven by the specific requirements of
our tool, we decided to utilize the theory of arrays, mainly due to its expected
performance benefits. We transformed the technique to be usable for backward
symbolic execution, utilizing assertion stacks of SMT solvers as efficiently as
possible. Our solution was proven to be correct by an evaluation on several
C# examples.

Keywords backward symbolic execution, symbolic heap, lazy initialization,
symbolic initialization, theory of arrays
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Introduction

In order to improve efficiency of a software development process, it is often
useful to equip developers with various code analysis tools, such as Resharper
or CodeRush in the case of C#. These tools help to inspect and refactor source
code, but cannot precisely reason about its general semantics nor correctness.
For these purposes, error-finding tools such as Coverity or SonarLint are avail-
able; however, they target only general code problems and often produce a
high number of false positives. Even more insight is provided by Microsoft
IntelliTest or Code Contracts static checker, but their proper usage demands
a significant time investment.

As a result, we decided to devise a Visual Studio extension that would help
developers to easily verify arbitrary assumptions about their code and to find
root causes of various domain specific errors. Instead of trying to verify whole
programs, it utilizes a demand-driven approach, focusing only on a certain
code assertion at a time. Although almost any reasoning about the semantics
of a program is generally undecidable, this way we have a better chance of
providing meaningful information to users.

Because of its demand-driven approach, we called the tool AskTheCode
[1]. It utilizes backward symbolic execution, whose basic principle is to start
an exploration at a program point of interest and explore all the execution
paths leading to it from a possible entry point. Each of these paths can
be characterized by a system of constraints put on the input of the program,
commonly referred to as a path condition. The techniques developed to reason
about such first-order formulas are described in the first chapter, symbolic
execution itself in the second one.

Currently, AskTheCode is limited to work only with integer and boolean
variables and cannot handle any complex objects. The aim of this thesis
is to extend its functionality so that it is eventually able to reason about
heap objects and their operations. In the third chapter we survey the most
promising existing techniques for this purpose. Their usability in practical
settings is shown in the following chapter, where we mention some existing
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Introduction

tools utilizing them. The fifth chapter then summarizes the fundamentals of
AskTheCode itself.

With the sixth chapter we move to the implementation itself, starting by
specifying exact requirements on the resulting solution. One of the most im-
portant hurdles mentioned is the fact that the techniques previously surveyed
are described to be directly used only in the forward variant of symbolic ex-
ecution and we must transform them in order to be useful to us. Another
challenges are the design decisions to be made regarding the AskTheCode
integration and performance considerations.

In the seventh chapter we analyse all the techniques with regard to the
requirements and select the most promising one, whose implementation and
integration is then explained from a high level perspective. The low-level
perspective is then used in the eight chapter, which explains the changes
performed in the individual classes among the modules of AskTheCode.

The last chapter describes the mechanisms used to ensure that our im-
plementation is correct with respect to our goal. After concluding the whole
thesis, two attachments are present: the AskTheCode user documentation
and the content of the enclosed CD.
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Background
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Chapter 1
Satisfiability Modulo Theories

Satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) is a decision problem whose solvers are
frequently used in various techniques of software and hardware verification.
We will explain its basic motivation, provide its formal definition and then
focus on the area of SMT solvers.

1.1 Motivation

Suppose we want to determine the satisfiability of the following first-order
formula:

x < y ∧ ¬(z ≤ y) ∧ z < x

Apart from the logical operators, we can see the variables x, y, z and the
symbols ≤, < and 0. If we did not restrict the semantics of these symbols,
we might have ended up with a false positive result, because the solver could
have created it in an arbitrary way, e.g. ∀a, b(a < b∧¬(a ≤ b)). Therefore, we
need to validate the formula in the context of an existing theory, such as linear
integer arithmetic. To reason about certain formulas, more than one theory
may be needed, e.g. both integer arithmetic and real arithmetic. We can also
be interested in creating a custom symbol and checking whether there exists
an interpretation that renders it valid in a formula.

1.2 Definition

To target the mentioned needs, we need to extend first-order logic with the
notion of sorts, forming many-sorted first-order logic. A sort resembles a data
type in programming, it can be for example an integer or a real number.
A many-sorted signature Σ = (S,F ,P) comprises a set of sorts S, a set of
function symbols F and a set of predicate symbols P. Each function symbol
f ∈ F bears an arity of the sorts σ1 × ... × σn → σ, whereas each predicate
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1. Satisfiability Modulo Theories

symbol p ∈ P is associated with an arity of σ1 × ... × σn. For n = 0, f is
called a constant symbol and p is called a propositional symbol. In order to
combine multiple signatures into one, we simply unite their respective feature
sets, possibly renaming the symbols in case of name collisions.

Variables Σv, terms Σt, atoms Σa and formulas Σf are defined in the
standard recursive way known from first-order logic. A Σ-formula ϕ ∈ Σf is
a formula containing only the symbols from Σ, logical operators, quantifiers
and variables, whereas each variable is of a sort included in Σ. The usage
of the symbols and variables must also correspond to their respective arity
and particular sorts, e.g. a predicate p with an arity σa cannot be used in a
formula ϕ = p(v) if the sort of the variable v is not σa.

Apart from the commonly used logical operators, we will often use the if-
then-else construct ite(ϕ, t1, t2). If ϕ is true, the resulting term has the value
t1, otherwise t2.

A Σ-theory T is a set of Σ-formulas called axioms. In order to combine
a Σ1-theory T1 and a Σ2-theory T2 into a Σ-theory T , we combine Σ1 and
Σ2 into Σ and put T = T1 ∪ T2. A Σ-model A contains a non-empty domain
Mσ for each sort σ in Σ and interpretations of all symbols in Σ, which will
be marked by a superscript of A. An interpretation of a function f with
an arity σ1 × ... × σn → σ is a projection fA = Mσ1 × ... × Mσn → Mσ.
Similarly, an interpretation of a predicate p with an arity σ1 × ... × σn is a
projection pA = Mσ1× ...×Mσn → {true, false}. Terms, atoms and formulas
are interpreted recursively, free variables in formulas are interpreted in the
same way as constants.

A Σ-model A satisfies a Σ-formula ϕ iff ϕA = true. We say A is a model
of a Σ-theory T , written A |= T , iff it satisfies all of its axioms; T is satisfiable
iff such model exists. Finally, a Σ-formula ϕ is considered satisfiable modulo
Σ-theory T if T ∪ϕ is satisfiable. In order to validate the satisfiability modulo
multiple theories, those theories can be combined into a single one [2, 3].

1.3 Solvers

As we can see, the SMT problem is a generalization of the Boolean satis-
fiability problem (SAT), which operates only on propositional symbols and
does not allow quantifiers. Although the SAT problem is NP-complete, vari-
ous algorithms effective in practice have been developed. Probably the most
established one is the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm
[4, 5], which works on a backtracking basis. Basically, in each step, a literal
is selected, a truth value is assigned to it, the formula is simplified and the
resulting one is checked recursively.

There are two major approaches to utilizing this experience in the field
of SMT solvers. The eager approach works by transforming the given SMT
formula into an equivalent SAT one and then passing it to a SAT solver. The
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1.3. Solvers

lazy approach accompanies particular theory solvers into the DPLL algorithm
directly, known as DPLL(T) [6]. The latter is currently more popular, be-
cause of its efficiency and modularity [7]. In fact, the DPLL works as a basic
framework there and the solvers of particular theories can be inserted into it.

Therefore, the decidability of an SMT instance depends on the particular
theories used in it. For example, nonlinear integer arithmetic is generally un-
decidable, whereas the first order theory of the natural numbers with addition
is decidable [8]. The decidability of certain theories can depend on the usage
of quantifiers, e.g. the extensional theory of arrays T=

A : [9]

∀a, i, j(i = j ⇒ read(write(a, i, v), j) = v)

∀a, i, j(i 6= j ⇒ read(write(a, i, v), j) = read(a, j))

∀a, b(a 6= b⇒ ∃i ∈ I.read(a, i) 6= read(b, i))

This theory is decidable only if no quantifiers are used in the SMT for-
mula.1 [10] T=

A is an example of theories crafted to reason about the logic
of software, together with the theory of algebraic data-types, the theory of
bit-vectors etc. [7].

In order to unify the interface of various SMT solvers, the SMT-LIB stan-
dard was introduced [11]. The solvers complying to it provide a text interface
with commands and responses written in a language with Lisp-like syntax,
making them easy to parse. There are various commands for declaring cus-
tom sorts, functions, predicates and manipulating the formula to be verified.
See an example of the verification of certain 2D integer vector dot product
properties in Listing 1.1:

Listing 1.1: Example SMT-LIB code to reason about certain properties of the
2D integer vector dot product
( dec la re−datatypes ( ) ( ( Vec ( vec ( x Int ) ( y Int ) ) ) ) )

( de f ine−fun dot ( ( u Vec ) ( v Vec ) ) Int
(+ (∗ ( x u) ( x v ) ) (∗ ( y u) ( y v ) ) )

)
( de f ine−fun mul ( ( s Int ) (u Vec ) ) Vec

( vec (∗ s ( x u ) ) (∗ s ( y u ) ) )
)

( dec la re−const c1 Int )
( dec la re−const c2 Int )
( dec la re−const a Vec )
( dec la re−const b Vec )

1Quantifiers found in the aforementioned axioms do not cause any problems as their
semantics is transferred to the solver.
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1. Satisfiability Modulo Theories

( push )
( a s s e r t ( not (= ( dot a b) ( dot b a ) ) ) )
( check−sa t )
( pop )

( push )
( a s s e r t (= ( dot ( mul c1 a ) ( mul c2 b ) )

0 ) )
( check−sa t )
( get−model )
( pop )

Using the declare-datatypes command, we declare a new sort in our the-
ory: 2D integer vector called Vec. Three functions are added to the signature
and interpreted: vec to construct a vector from two integers and the couple
of x and y to extract the respective integer components from a vector. Next,
we utilize the define-fun command to define two another functions: the dot
product and scalar multiplication. The declare-const command is used to
add four constant symbols to our theory: two integers and two vectors.

The formula to be verified is a conjunction of assertions added by the
assert command. Because one often needs to verify formulas similar to each
other, an assertion stack is used. By the push command, a “restore point”
is created on the top of the stack. When the pop command is called, the
point is removed from the top of the stack and all the assertions, declarations
and definitions added since it are forgotten. This mechanism allows the solver
to cache the knowledge of the common part of the verified formulas, such as
inferred lemmas etc.

After calling the check-sat command, three different results are possible:
satisfiable (SAT), unsatisfiable (UNSAT) and unknown. In the first case, a
model of the provided theory can be obtained from the SMT solver by the
get-model command. The last case can occur either when the used theories
are undecidable or when a resource limit is reached, which can happen due to
the NP-completeness of the SMT problem.

In Listing 1.1, we use the assertion stack to verify two different formulas
using the same signatures and interpretations of the dot and mul functions. At
first, we show how to validate a certain formula for all possible interpretations
of the declared constants on the example of the commutativity of the dot
product. Instead of asserting it directly, we assert its negation instead. Then,
if the negation proves to be unsatisfiable, the formula itself is verified. In the
other case, we can get the interpretation that disproves the original formula
by using the get-model command. If we want only to find one interpretation
the formula is satisfied by, we assert the formula directly, as we can see in the
other case, where we ask whether a result of a certain operation can be zero.

8



1.3. Solvers

In our case, the first check-sat returns UNSAT, verifying the commuta-
tivity. The second one returns SAT and the related get-model returns the
following:

Listing 1.2: Example model retrieved by an SMT-LIB compliant solver
( model

( de f ine−fun c2 ( ) Int 0)
( de f ine−fun b ( ) Vec ( vec 38 1236))
( de f ine−fun a ( ) Vec ( vec 0 7719))
( de f ine−fun c1 ( ) Int 0)

)

As we can see, when the constants c1 and c2 are zero, the result of the
expression (dot (mul c1 a) (mul c2 b)) is zero as well.
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Chapter 2
Symbolic Execution

Aforementioned SMT solvers gave rise to various static program analysis al-
gorithms. In this thesis, we will focus mainly on the technique called symbolic
execution. First, we explain the reasons that led to its invention. Second, two
variants of it are presented, the forward one and the backward one. Next,
we mention the most important problems of this technique, together with the
options of how to deal with them. Last, we discuss various options of how to
formalize symbolic execution.

2.1 Motivation

Consider the following fragment of code:

Listing 2.1: Example fragment of C# code with an error
1 x = −x ;
2 i f ( x > 0) {
3 return 1 ;
4 } else i f ( y < 0) {
5 return −1;
6 } else {
7 Debug . Assert ( x == 0 ) ;
8 return 0 ;
9 }

Suppose the original intention was to return the reverse sign function of the
integer variable x; however, an unfortunate mistype to another existing integer
variable y occured in the second if clause. Even if the code is completely
covered by unit tests, the error does not need to be discovered. The problem
of the common way the tests are performed is that their execution usually
represents just a fraction of the possible values that can really be stored in
the variables. The aim of symbolic execution is to eliminate this problem by

11



2. Symbolic Execution

replacing these values by symbolic constants, trying to describe all the possible
executions of a program by their combination into expressions and formulas.

2.2 Forward Symbolic Execution

When talking about symbolic execution, we usually mean its forward variant
[12]. In this case, the algorithm starts by gathering the inputs to the program
being analysed, a symbol is assigned to each of them. In our example from
Listing 2.1, two symbolic constants named x0 and y0 for the corresponding
variables are created. Whenever a new variable is encountered, its value is
obtained as an expression of the already known symbols. Because a symbol
can only have one interpretation, when a new value is assigned to a known
variable, it is considered a new variable as well. In our example, the assignment
x = -x will cause a new symbolic constant x1 to be created and from now on,
it will be used whenever the x variable is used.

The current position in the program, the knowledge of the currently known
symbols and their relation to the program variables is called a state of the algo-
rithm. A path condition, another part of the state, is a formula that uniquely
describes the execution path by specifying constraints on the symbolic values.
In the beginning, the path condition is an empty conjunction, resulting in true.
Depending on the strategy of the particular algorithm, various conditions can
be added to it to mimic the manipulation with the program variables. In our
example, the assignment x = -x causes x1 = −x0 to be added to the path
condition.

Whenever a branching occurs, the state is split and the symbolic predicate
corresponding to the branching condition is added to path condition of the first
one and its negation to the second one. In our example, the path conditions of
the states after the first if clause will be x1 > 0 for the former and ¬(x1 > 0)
for the latter. After the second if clause the second state will split again,
adding y0 and yielding three states with the following path conditions:

ϕ1 = (x1 = −x0) ∧ x1 > 0

ϕ2 = (x1 = −x0) ∧ ¬(x1 > 0) ∧ y0 < 0

ϕ3 = (x1 = −x0) ∧ ¬(x1 > 0) ∧ ¬(y0 < 0)

In our case, these path conditions describe all the possible execution paths
of the program. In order to discover whether there are any inputs that steer
the program along these paths, we can pass these formulas one by one to an
SMT solver. The interpretations of x0 and y0 obtained from the respective
models would then represent the x and y inputs of the program. As we can
see, symbolic execution can be used to obtain test inputs that achieve high
code coverage.
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2.3. Backward Symbolic Execution

Particularly important inputs are those which cause errors in the program,
e.g. null dereference, division by zero or invalid assertion. All such errors can
be expressed by symbolic constraints and added to the current path condition
to be verified by the SMT solver. If UNSAT is retrieved, the error cannot
occur on this execution path. Otherwise, there exists at least one input that
causes it, which can be obtained from the respective model. In the case of the
Debug.Assert(x == 0) assertion, we simply pass the following path condition
to the SMT solver:

ϕ4 = ϕ3 ∧ ¬(x1 = 0)

= (x1 = −x0) ∧ ¬(x1 > 0) ∧ ¬(y1 < 0) ∧ ¬(x1 = 0)

It returns SAT and produces a model, its interpretations of x0 and y0 can
be for example 1 and 0, respectively.

2.3 Backward Symbolic Execution

As we can see, classic forward symbolic execution can be used to explore the
semantics of a whole program, finding possible errors by searching from its
entry point. If we want to focus on a specific potential error or a location that
is suspected of being unreachable, it is often more effective to use backward
symbolic execution [13]. As its name suggests, it starts on a specific program
point and searches backwards against the execution flow until it reaches the
entry point. Then, it uses an SMT solver to find feasible paths and sample
inputs in the same way as the original forward variant.

Say we want to verify the Debug.Assert(x == 0) assertion from Listing
2.1 using backward symbolic execution. We start by declaring a symbolic
constant x0 corresponding to the version of the variable x used in the assertion.
Apart from this knowledge, the initial state of the algorithm contains also an
initial path condition ¬(x0 = 0). Going against the control flow, we identify
that the expression y < 0 must be false in order that the current position
in the code is reached. Therefore, we add another symbolic constant y0 for
y and add ¬(y0 < 0) to the path condition. Similarly, we also add ¬(x0 >
0). Reaching the x = -x statement, we discover that x0 does not model an
arbitrary input to the program. Instead, its value fully depends on the value
stored in the previous version of x, the one on the right side of the assignment.
Correspondingly to the forward variant, we create a symbolic constant x1,
consider it to refer to the current value of x and add x0 = −x1 to the path
condition. Eventually the following path condition is produced:

ϕ5 = ¬(x0 = 0) ∧ ¬(y0 < 0) ∧ ¬(x0 > 0) ∧ (x0 = −x1)

13
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As we can see, ϕ5 ⇔ ϕ4, only the meaning of x0 and x1 is flipped. If the
SMT solver now produces a model where x1 = 1 and y0 = 0, it means the
input causing the error is x = 1 and y = 0.

In general, backward symbolic execution is more suitable when we want
to verify a fixed set of possible problems in the program instead of deeply
analysing it as a whole. For simple programs similar to the one in Listing
2.1, the advantage is not apparent. However, it is usually impossible to auto-
matically verify complicated systems completely; therefore, such goal-driven
approach can at least help to reason about some of their properties.

2.4 Caveats

As we can see from the description above, symbolic execution basically aims
to explore all the possible execution paths of a program. The total number
of these paths grows exponentially with each branch; furthermore, it can be
infinite if cycles or recursion are used. This phenomenon is called the path
explosion problem.

To explain how it can be alleviated, let us note that symbolic execution in
practice usually works on a best-effort basis. The algorithm is given certain
memory and time limits and it tries to cover as many interesting execution
paths of the program as possible. In order to determine what paths are we
particularly interested in, a heuristic can be provided to the algorithm. For ex-
ample, when looking for test inputs to achieve high code coverage, the heuristic
may prefer the paths leading to previously unvisited locations. The limits can
be highly customized as well, e.g. in our case the algorithm may stop if an
input extending the coverage has not been found in the last 30 seconds.

Another technique attempting to tackle path explosion while preserving
the information is state merging. Any two states sa, sb of the algorithm with
the same position in the code can be merged into one state by appropriately
combining their relations to the program variables and path conditions. As a
result, the number of the calls of the SMT solver can be reduced, because all
the paths reachable from both sa and sb will not be searched twice. On the
other hand, the formulas to verify will certainly be more complicated, which
can prolong the time consumed by the SMT solver. Therefore, it is beneficial
to use a heuristic to decide when to merge the states [14].

Apart from the path explosion problem, there is another complication.
Certain operations are either difficult or impossible to model, such as the
interaction with the environment, transcendental functions over floating point
numbers etc. In such cases, it is often useful to abandon the effort to prove
the absolute correctness of the program and explore it in an experimental
way. In contrast to symbolic execution, compiling and testing the program
by providing certain inputs is often called concrete execution. The result
of combining those techniques is therefore named concolic testing [15]. The
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basic idea behind it is that the program is given certain inputs, its execution
is observed and any conditional jumps occurred during it are recorded. Then,
the SMT solver is used to find different inputs to steer the execution towards
the previously unexplored parts of the program. This process is repeated until
a limit is reached or the program is considered to be explored. A neat effect
of concolic testing is also its speed, because concrete execution is generally
faster than the symbolic one.

Apparently, concolic testing is not directly applicable to backward sym-
bolic execution, because it is impossible to run the program backwards. How-
ever, a technique called symcretic execution attempts to introduce concrete
execution there as well. In the first phase, backward symbolic execution tries
to find any paths leading to a particular program point of interest from the en-
try point, possibly skipping statements difficult to model. Then, the program
is executed with various inputs satisfying the previously found conditions,
trying to reach back. This phase can be used to overcome complicated loops
or unmodelled operations by trying enough number of inputs using various
heuristics [16].

2.5 Formalization

Having reviewed the principles behind symbolic execution, we will now inspect
different ways of how to define it formally. One of the difficult tasks is to
define a language for the programs to be analysed. On the one hand, it
needs to be concise enough not to impede the understandability of the overall
explanation. On the other hand, it must be complex enough to demonstrate all
the capabilities of the technique in the given context. Having the programming
language defined, the definition of the program state needs to be provided,
together with the algorithm that processes the states with respect to the
particular programming constructs.

As a result, the degrees of formalism and detail vary among the literature.
It is common for an author to create a custom programming language and a
state definition that capture the features needed for the particular publication.
For example, Kuznetsov in his paper about efficient state merging [14] presents
a programming language consisting only of four instructions: an assignment
of an expression to a variable, a conditional jump, an assertion and a program
halt. In the paper, a state (l, pc, s) consists of a program location l, a path
condition pc and a symbolic store s that maps each variable to an expression
over input variables and concrete values. We can see that there are no notions
of advanced features such as function calls or objects stored on the heap.

A diametrically opposite example is the exhaustive formalization of Java
bytecode symbolic execution from Xianghua [17], where the whole Java Virtual
Machine is mapped to a symbolic state which contains global variables, an
operand stack and a heap among others. Regarding the symbolic heap, a
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useful formalization is provided also by Hillery in [18].
As this thesis is focused only on a certain aspect of symbolic execution and

formalizing the whole mechanism tends to be too complicated, we decided not
to do it. Instead, in the next chapter we will formulate the problem of symbolic
heap handling separately from the overall symbolic execution algorithm itself.
Later, we will prove the validity of our approach by adding the implementation
of the symbolic heap to an already existing symbolic execution tool.
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Chapter 3
Symbolic Heap

The programs analysed by symbolic execution and other SMT-related tech-
niques often contain code constructs that cannot be transformed into logical
formulas in a straightforward manner. The one we will focus on in this thesis
is the manipulation with the objects located in heap memory.

In this chapter we will cover several existing techniques invented to handle
this problem. Although they can be modified to work with the backward vari-
ant of symbolic execution, we will describe them in the context of the forward
one, because they were originally presented that way. As we have already
mentioned, the complete algorithm of symbolic execution will not be formal-
ized due to its complexity. Instead, in order to compare the techniques, we
will create a common interface consisting of a set of operations each technique
must provide to the core symbolic execution algorithm.

As a result, from the standpoint of a heap modelling technique, we do
not have to claim any specific requirements on the original language of the
analysed program. Instead, we demand the symbolic execution algorithm to
preprocess it in a way so that we can reason only about the heap objects and
omit tasks such as call stack modelling or interpreting different variants of
loops.

In particular, we need that there are only two kinds of data types: primitive
types, which can be directly modelled by an underlying SMT solver, and
compound types, which contain fields of other types and are stored on the
heap. The concept of strongly typed variables is also needed, each variable
of a primitive type is meant to be stored on the stack and passed by value
whereas each variable of a compound type is only a reference to an object on
the heap. The references are meant only to access the referenced objects and
to be compared between each other, there are not meant as pointers, hence
no support for pointer arithmetic. As we can see, the most straightforward to
model this way are certain subsets of languages like C# or Java, where the
compound types correspond to classes. Therefore, we will call the compound
types that way.

17



3. Symbolic Heap

The formalization of these requirements follows. Let C denote a set of
classes, each class c being a pair (Mc Fc), where Mc contains its methods and
Fc its fields. The unions of all these entities in the program are located in M
and F :

M =
⋃
c∈C

Mc F =
⋃
c∈C

Fc

For a method m ∈ M , the set Vm contains all of its local variables. We
demand that ∀m1,m2 ∈ M (Vm1 ∩ Vm2 = ∅), which can be easily done by
prefixing the name of each variable with the corresponding class and method
name. A set V includes all local variables present in the methods:

V =
⋃
m∈M

Vm

Their types and the types of the fields are indicated by a function t :
V ∪ F → S ∪ C. On the right side of the mapping, S is the set of all sorts
contained in the signature Σ used in an underlying SMT solver. As mentioned
before, we can think of such variables as of the primitive types, whereas a
variable t(v) ∈ C is considered to be of a reference type. To simplify reasoning
about them, we introduce the following definitions:

VS = {v ∈ V | t(v) ∈ S} FS = {f ∈ F | t(f) ∈ S}

VC = {v ∈ V | t(v) ∈ C} FC = {f ∈ F | t(f) ∈ C}

For each class there exists a special strongly typed null variable to denote
empty references:

∀c ∈ C ∃nullc ∈ V (t(nullc) = c)

Note that all the reference variables are expected to point to objects on the
heap, there is no notion of low-level pointers and of accessing stack variables
by references. Furthermore, we decided not to target runtime polymorphism
in this thesis, focusing mainly on the access and manipulation of the heap.

After defining the demands on the overall algorithm and the structures
used in the interface, we will proceed to the interface itself. Let us define a
symbolic heap as a tuple of variable length (ϕ a1 a2 ... am), containing a path
condition ϕ andm other elements a1, a2, ..., am. The path condition is, again, a
logical formula expressing the requirements needed to reach a certain position
in a program. The other elements are specific to each technique mentioned
later in this chapter. All the possible heaps of a particular kind are contained
in the set H.

The fundamental idea is that each state s of symbolic execution contains
a corresponding symbolic heap hs ∈ H. Whenever the algorithm encounters a
heap-related operation in the analysed program, it executes the corresponding
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operation on hs. A new symbolic heap h′s is produced, corresponding to hs
after performing the operation. Then, h′s is used to form a new state s′. There
are some cases, however, when a single operation on a heap can yield two or
more different results. For example, when writing a field value to a reference
r, there are two possible outcomes: hok with the successfully rewritten value
and herr representing the error of r being null. The algorithm of symbolic
execution must be aware of these possibilities and handle them appropriately,
for example by forking s into two states sok and serr. As a result, all the
operations produce a set of heaps H ′ ∈ P(H) instead of retrieving only a
single heap. The operation list follows:

• NEW : H × VC → P(H)
NEW(h, v) creates a new instance of the class t(v) and assigns its reference
to v.

• EQ : H × VC × VC → P(H)
EQ(h, v1, v2) asserts the equality of v1 and v2.

• NEQ : H × VC × VC → P(H)
NEQ(h, v1, v2) asserts the inequality of v1 and v2.

• ASSERT : H × Σf → P(H)
ASSERT(h, ϕ) adds the formula ϕ to the path condition of h.

• ASSIGN : H × VC × VC → P(H)
ASSIGN(h, v, vin) assigns the reference vin to v.

• READREF : H × VC × VC × FC → P(H)
READREF(h, vout, v, f) assigns the reference v.f to vout.

• WRITEREF : H × VC × FC × VC → P(H)
WRITEREF(h, v, f, vin) assigns the reference vin to v.f .

• READVAL : H × VC × FS → P(H × Σt)
READVAL(h, v, f) = {(h1 t1), ..., (hn tn)} inserts the value of v.f to the
term ti for each resulting heap hi.

• WRITEVAL : H × VC × FS × Σt → P(H)
WRITEVAL(h, v, f, t) writes the term t to v.f .

After presenting the theoretical framework, we will show how to use this
abstraction in practice. In Listing 3.1, there is a definition of the Node class,
whose instances are meant to be allocated on the heap. Each node contains
an integer value and a reference to the next node, forming a singly linked list.
The SwapNode method accepts an implicit nonnull parameter this of type
Node. It is expected to modify the instances so that the current one and the
following one are ordered by their values in non-decreasing order, returning
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3. Symbolic Heap

Listing 3.1: Sample C# code containing heap object manipulation [19]
1 class Node {
2 public int va l ;
3 public Node next ;
4
5 public Node SwapNode ( ) {
6 Node r e s u l t = this ;
7 i f ( this . next != null ) {
8 i f ( this . va l > this . next . va l ) {
9 Node t = this . next ;

10 this . next = t . next ;
11 t . next = this ;
12 r e s u l t = t ;
13 }
14 Debug . Assert ( r e s u l t != null ) ;
15 Debug . Assert ( r e s u l t . next != null ) ;
16 Debug . Assert ( r e s u l t . va l <= r e s u l t . next . va l ) ;
17 }
18 return r e s u l t ;
19 }
20 }

the resulting list. There are also three assertions provided to check the output
correctness.

In Figure 3.1 is shown the sequence of operations which would be per-
formed by symbolic execution to analyse the sample C# code using an empty
input heap h0. The initialization of the environment is performed on the lines
1 to 3. Notice the helper variables hlp0, hlp1 and hlp2, added in order to pro-
cess the nested operations. The central block starting on the line 5 and ending
on the line 18 is responsible for analysing the control flow of the method. For
the sake of conciseness, we pass entire heap sets to each operation, which is a
shortcut for applying the operation on all the heaps in the set and unioning
the result. The sets H ′5 and H ′6 contain also the terms returned from READVAL.
There are three possible execution paths, hence the result sets of heaps Hp1 ,
Hp2 and Hp3 . Because the second and the third path contain assertions to
be checked, they are inspected together in the last block. The formula ϕa
contains the disjunction of all conditions leading to violating the assertions.

The example will be used to illustrate several techniques aimed at express-
ing the heap in a symbolic way. We decided to select those that are either
successfully used in practice or have the potential to achieve that. The names
of the first two techniques are lazy initialization [19] and symbolic initialization
[18], the third technique uses mapping to the theory of arrays [20, 21].
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Figure 3.1: The analysis of the code in Listing 3.1 using a symbolic heap

1: C = {Node}, MNode = {SwapNode}
2: FNode = {val, next}, t(val) = Z, t(next) = Node
3: V = {this, result, t, nullNode, hlp0, hlp1, hlp2},∀v ∈ V (t(v) = Node)
4:
5: H1 = NEQ(h0, this, nullNode)
6: H2 = ASSIGN(H1, result, this)
7: H3 = READREF(H2, hlp0, this, next)
8: Hp1 = EQ(H3, hlp0, nullNode)
9: H4 = NEQ(H3, hlp0, nullNode)

10: H ′5 = READVAL(H4, this, val)
11: H ′6 =

⋃
(h val0)∈H′

5
{(h′ val0 val1) | (h′ val1) ∈ READVAL(h, hlp0, val)}

12: Hp2 =
⋃

(h val0 val1)∈H′
6

ASSERT(h, val0 ≤ val1)
13: H7 =

⋃
(h val0 val1)∈H′

6
ASSERT(h, val0 > val1)

14: H8 = ASSIGN(H7, t, hlp0)
15: H9 = READREF(H8, hlp1, t, next)
16: H10 = WRITEREF(H9, this, next, hlp1)
17: H11 = WRITEREF(H10, t, next, this)
18: Hp3 = ASSIGN(H11, result, t)
19:
20: Ha0 = Hp2 ∪Hp3

21: Ha1 = EQ(Ha0 , result, nullNode)
22: Ha2 = READREF(Ha0 , hlp2, result, next)
23: Ha3 = EQ(Ha2 , hlp2, nullNode)
24: (Ha4 val

′
0) = READVAL(Ha2 , result, val)

25: (Ha5 val
′
1) = READVAL(Ha4 , hlp2, val)

26: Ha6 = ASSERT(Ha5 , val
′
0 > val′1)

27: Ha = Ha1 ∪Ha3 ∪Ha6

28: ϕa =
∨

(ϕ...)∈Ha ϕ

3.1 Lazy Initialization

The first one is named after the approach of handling input variables. Starting
with an empty heap, whenever a reference variable previously unknown to the
heap is introduced, it can point to three possible types of locations. Either it
is null, an alias of an existing heap location or a completely new heap object.
Lazy initialization creates a new heap for each such possibility. The formal
definition of a heap utilizing this technique follows:

hLI = (ϕ η R)

η : VC 7→M M = {lnull} ∪Min ∪Mnew R : M × F 7→M ∪ Σt
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3. Symbolic Heap

hLI0 = (true η0 ∅) ∀c ∈ C(η0(nullc) = lnull)

The partial function η, called the environment, is used to map variables
of reference types to locations in the memory, denoted as M . It is divided
into three subdomains: lnull is a special location to express null, Min contains
the input objects and Mnew holds the objects created during the program.
The reference map2 R captures the data contained in the particular memory
locations, which can be of two types for a certain location l ∈ M and a
field f ∈ F . If f ∈ FC , R(l, f) points to another place in M ; otherwise, if
f ∈ FS , R(l, f) contains an arbitrary term of the sort t(f). The initial heap
hLI0 contains only the mapping of the null variables to lnull. The fundamental
operations for initializing input variables and related references are defined
below:

• init((ϕ η R), v) =
{
{(ϕ η R)}, v ∈ η←

{hnull, hnew} ∪Halias, v 6∈ η←

hnull = (ϕ η[v → lnull] R)

hnew = (ϕ η[v → freshMin()] R)

Halias = {(ϕ η′ R) | l ∈ (η→ ∪R→) ∩Min, η
′ = η[v → l]}

• init(h, v.f) = H ′∃ ∪H ′6∃
H ′ = init(h, v)

H ′∃ = {(ϕ η R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, (η(v) f) ∈ R←}

H ′6∃ =
{
H ′C , t(f) ∈ C
H ′S , t(f) ∈ S

vf = freshV () H ′f = init(H ′ \H ′∃, vf )

H ′C = {(ϕ η R′) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′f , R′ = R[(η(v) f)→ η(vf )]}

H ′S = {(ϕ η R′) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, R′ = R[(η(v) f)→ freshΣv()]}

Note that when having a function g, we use g← for its pre-image and g→

for its image. The function g′ = g[a → b] differs from g only in the element
a: g′(a) = b. We can also use sets in this syntax, e.g. g′′ = g[c → d | c ∈ A].
The function freshD produces a value from the given domain D which is not
used anywhere else.

As we can see, the core of lazy initialization lies in the first variant of init.
If v is not present in η, it is either mapped to lnull, to a new input object
or to an already existing input object. The second variant of init expresses

2Note that all the maps and mappings mentioned in this thesis are meant to be under-
stood as partial functions of their respective domains, unless said otherwise.
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the initialization of a variable and its field. If f ∈ C, init is called again on
the given field; otherwise, a new symbolic variable of the respective sort is
created to represent the primitive value. Let us now inspect the particular
heap operations:

• NEW((ϕ η R), v) = {(ϕ η′ R′)}

lnew = freshMnew() η′ = η[v → lnew]

R′ = R[(lnew f)→ lnull | f ∈ Ft(v) ∩ FC ]

• EQ(h, v1, v2) = H ′

H ′ = {(ϕ η R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ init(h, v1, v2), η(v1) = η(v2)}

• NEQ(h, v1, v2) = H ′

H ′ = {(ϕ η R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ init(h, v1, v2), η(v1) 6= η(v2)}

• ASSERT((ϕ η R), ϕ) = {(ϕ′ η R)}

ϕ′ = ϕh ∧ ϕ

• ASSIGN(h, v, vin) = H ′

H ′ = {(ϕ η′ R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ init(h, vin), η′ = η[v → η(vin)]}

• READREF(h, vout, v, f) = H ′err ∪H ′ok

H ′ = init(h, v.f)

H ′err = {(ϕ η R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, η(v) = lnull}

H ′ok = {(ϕ η′ R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′ \H ′err, η′ = η[vout → R(η(v), f)]}

• WRITEREF(h, v, f, vin) = H ′err ∪H ′ok

H ′ = init(h, v, vin)

H ′err = {(ϕ η R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, η(v) = lnull}

H ′ok = {(ϕ η R′) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′ \H ′err, R′ = R[(η(v) f)→ η(vin)]}

• READVAL(h, v, f) = T ′err ∪ T ′ok

H ′ = init(h, v.f)

T ′err = {((ϕ η R) vinvalid) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, η(v) = lnull}

T ′ok = {((ϕ η R) R(η(v) f)) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, η(v) 6= lnull}
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• WRITEVAL(h, v, f, t) = H ′err ∪H ′ok

H ′ = init(h, v)

H ′err = {(ϕ η R) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′, η(v) = lnull}

H ′ok = {(ϕ η R′) | (ϕ η R) ∈ H ′ \H ′err, R′ = R[(η(v) f)→ t]}

They are relatively straightforward, because the shape of the heap is
completely captured in η and R. The readability may complicated by the
fact that the most of them need to call init and process all the heaps cre-
ated by it. We at least simplified the notation of calling it repeatedly, e.g.⋃
h′∈init(h,v1) init(h′, v2) is written as init(h, v1, v2). To express undefined op-

erations caused by null dereference, the corresponding heaps have the err
underscript.

In Figure 3.2 we can see the intermediate results of the analysis listed in
Figure 3.1. Each heap h = (ϕ η R) is expressed as a rectangle displaying the
heap structure, which is stored in η and R. If there are multiple heaps in a
heap set, the set is displayed as a dashed rectangle around them. To obtain
the path condition ϕ, find a path expressed by the arrows leading to h from H1
and create the conjunction of all the attached formulas. Certain unimportant
entities were hidden to save space, e.g. the hlp0 variable from the point where
it is not used any more.

NEQ(h0, this, nullNode) causes the initialization of this and the elimination
of the heap where it references lnull. As a result, H1 contains only a single
heap with η(this) = l0. The following ASSIGN only maps result to the same
location as this, creating H2. By READREF(H2, hlp0, this, next), the value
of R(l0, next) is initialized and all the possibilities are contained in H3 =
{h3, h4, h5}. Considering the definition of init, h3 corresponds to hnull, h5 to
hnew and h4 is the only member of Halias. NEQ and EQ are used to divide H3
into Hp1 = {h3} and H4 = {h4, h5}, respectively. Two subsequent calls of
READVAL are then used on h4 and h5 to obtain the terms stored in this.val
and this.next.val, producing h6 and h8. The former is associated with one
symbolic variable v0 for both operations whereas the latter with two distinct
ones, v0 and v1. Hp2 contains these heaps enriched with path conditions v0 ≤
v0 and v0 ≤ v1, respectively. Because v0 > v0 is unsatisfiable, H7 contains only
h8 extended by adding a path condition of v0 > v1. ASSIGN(H7, t, hlp0) then
yields h11 with the added variable t. This time, READREF produces four heaps
H9 = {h12, h13, h14, h15}, because there are already two locations that can be
possibly aliased. After two calls to WRITEREF, we can see that η(result) = l1
and R(l1, next) = l0 in all the heaps Hp3 = {h24, h25, h26, h27}. The assertions
must be valid, implied by the path conditions and the shapes of the produced
heaps.

As we can see, lazy initialization is quite powerful thanks to the simplicity
of the produced path conditions. On the other hand, the upper bound of the
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heap count is the factorial of the input heap size. Therefore, the complexity
of a program to be analysed may be significantly limited when using this
technique.
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Figure 3.2: The usage of lazy initialization for the analysis in Figure 3.1
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3.2 Symbolic Initialization

The main problem of the previous technique is the enormous growth of the
number of heaps. Symbolic initialization aims to reduce it using a structure
called guarded value set. It will be illustrated on the formal definition of such
heap:

hSI = (ϕ η L R)

η : VC 7→ Σv L : Σv 7→ P(Σf ×M) R : M × F 7→ Σv ∪ Σt

hSI0 = (true η0 L0 ∅)

∀c ∈ C (η0(nullc) = rnull) L0(rnull) = (true lnull)

In contrast with lazy initialization, another layer of mapping was added.
The environment η does not longer map the program variables to particular
locations in memory. Instead, it translates them to symbolic integer variables,
called references. The location map L associates each reference r with the
previously mentioned guarded value set. Every item in such set contains a
location l and a logical formula representing the condition under which r
maps to l. All the conditions in the set must be mutually exclusive so that
no two locations can be pointed to at the same time. The reference map R
from lazy initialization was altered to accommodate the mentioned layer as
well. Therefore, the values of class reference fields are mapped back to the
references, forming a bipartite graph.

The initial heap hSI0 contains a special location lnull and the corresponding
reference rnull. Other references can be of three types: supposing n is an arbi-
trary natural number, rsn denotes a stack reference, ran an auxiliary reference
and rin an input reference. Whenever we encounter an unknown reference,
we must, again, initialize it nondeterministically to possibly alias other input
references. To distinguish the input references from the other types, we use
the isInput function. The initialization operations are described below. For
the sake of conciseness, we skipped certain details of the algorithm, such as
conditional initialization. Refer to the original article for the full description
[18].

• init((ϕ η L R), v) =
{
{(ϕ η L R)}, v ∈ η←

{(ϕ η′ L′ R)}, v 6∈ η←

r = inputR() l = freshL()

ρ = {(ra la) | isInput(ra) ∧ ra = minr(R←[la])}

θnull = {(ϕ′ lnull) | ϕ′ = (r = rnull)}

θnew = {(ϕ′ l)} | ϕ′ = (r 6= rnull ∧ (∧(r′
a l′a)∈ρ r 6= r′a))}
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3. Symbolic Heap

θalias = {(ϕ′ la) | ∃ra((ra la) ∈ ρ ∧ ϕ′ = (r 6= rnull ∧ r = ra ∧
∧(r′

a l′a)∈ρ ∧ r′
a<ra

r 6= r′a))}

θ = θnull ∪ θnew ∪ θalias
L′ = L[r → θ] η′ = η[v → r]

• init(h, v.f) =
{
{(ϕ η L R′S)}, t(f) ∈ S
{(ϕ′ η′ L′ R′C)}, t(f) ∈ C

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v)

R′S = R[(l f)→ freshΣv | ∃(θ l) ∈ L(η(v)) ((l f) 6∈ R⇐)
X = {(vi li) | ∃(θ li) ∈ L(η(v)) ((li f) 6∈ R⇐), vi = freshV ()}

(ϕ′ η′ L′ R′) = init(h, v1, ..., vn)
R′C = R′[(li f)→ η′(vi) | (vi li) ∈ X]

As well as in the previous technique, there are two variants of the init
function. The first one initializes a given variable v in the case it is unknown.
For this purpose, it collects to ρ all the existing input references that can
be possibly aliased by the new reference r. They are then used to form the
resulting guarded value set θ. The particular subsets θnull, θnew and θalias
represent the possible values of r: null, a new location and an alias to an
existing location.

Again, the second variant of init is a shortcut to initialize a variable v
together with its field f . If f is scalar, the task is solved by creating new
symbolic variables of the given type using freshΣv . Otherwise, if f is of a
reference type, we create an auxiliary program variable vi for each location
li whose field f is not yet initialized. The set {v1, ..., vn} is then used to
initialize all the new locations using the repetitive calling of the first init
variant. Finally, the couples (li f) are associated with the newly initialized
guarded value sets. The heap operations follow:

• NEW((ϕ η L R), v) = {(ϕ η′ L′ R′)}

r = stackR() l = freshL()

η′ = η[v → r] L′ = L[r → {(true l)}]
R′ = R[(l f)→ rnull | f ∈ Ft(v) ∩ FC ]

• EQ(h, v1, v2) = {(ϕ′ η L R)}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v1, v2)

Φα = cEq(h, v1, v2) Φ1 = cNeq(h, v1, v2) Φ2 = cNeq(h, v2, v1)
ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (

∨
ϕα∈Φα

ϕα) ∧ (
∧

ϕ1∈Φ1

¬ϕ1) ∧ (
∧

ϕ1∈Φ2

¬ϕ2)
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• NEQ(h, v1, v2) = {(ϕ′ η L R)}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v1, v2)

Φα = cEq(h, v1, v2) Φ1 = cNeq(h, v1, v2) Φ2 = cNeq(h, v2, v1)

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (
∧

ϕα∈Φα
¬ϕα) ∨ (

∨
ϕ1∈Φ1

ϕ1) ∨ (
∨

ϕ1∈Φ2

ϕ2)

• ASSERT((ϕ η L R), ϕ) = {(ϕ′ η L R)}

ϕ′ = ϕh ∧ ϕ

• ASSIGN(h, v, vin) = {(ϕ η′ L R)}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, vin)

η′ = η[v → η(vin)]

• READREF(h, vout, v, f) = {(ϕerr η L R), (ϕok η′ L′ R)}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v.f)

ϕnull =
∨

(ϕθ lnull)∈L(η(v))
ϕθ ϕerr = ϕ ∧ ϕnull ϕok = ϕ ∧ ¬ϕnull

r = stackR() η′ = η[vout → r]

L′ = L[r → (ϕr∧ϕf l′) | (ϕr l) ∈ L(η(v)), (ϕf l′) ∈ L(R(l, f)), SAT (ϕ∧ϕr∧ϕf )]

• WRITEREF(h, v, f, vin) = {(ϕerr η L R), (ϕok η′ L′ R′)}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v.f)

ϕnull =
∨

(ϕθ lnull)∈L(η(v))
ϕθ ϕerr = ϕ ∧ ϕnull ϕok = ϕ ∧ ¬ϕnull

Ψ = {(ϕ′ l rcur) | (ϕ′ l) ∈ L(η(v)), rcur = R(l, f)}

X = {(l θ) | (ϕ′ l rcur) ∈ Ψ, θ = st(L, η(vin), ϕ′, ϕok)∪st(L, rcur,¬ϕ′, ϕok)}

R′ = R[(l f)→ auxR() | (l θ) ∈ X]

L′ = L[R′(l, f)→ θ | (l θ) ∈ X]

• READVAL(h, v, f) = {((ϕerr η L R) T ), ((ϕok η L R) T )}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v.f)

ϕnull =
∨

(ϕθ lnull)∈L(η(v))
ϕθ ϕerr = ϕ ∧ ϕnull ϕok = ϕ ∧ ¬ϕnull

Ψ = {(ϕ′ t) | (ϕ′ l) ∈ L(η(v)), t = R(l, f)} = {(ϕ′1 t1), ..., (ϕ′n tn)}

T = ite(ϕ′1, t1, ite(...ite(ϕ′n, tn, vinvalid)...))
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• WRITEVAL(h, v, f, t) = {(ϕerr η L R), (ϕok η L R′)}

(ϕ η L R) = init(h, v.f)

ϕnull =
∨

(ϕθ lnull)∈L(η(v))
ϕθ ϕerr = ϕ ∧ ϕnull ϕok = ϕ ∧ ¬ϕnull

R′ = R[(l f)→ ite(ϕ′, t, tcur) | (ϕ′ l) ∈ L(η(v)), tcur = R(l, f)]

NEW, ASSERT and ASSIGN are fairly straightforward and similar to the cor-
responding operations in lazy initialization. The other ones tend to be a bit
more complicated, because we need to operate on multiple heaps compressed
to one. In the case of EQ, we use the helper functions cEq(h, v1, v2) and
cNeq(h, v1, v2). The former is used to find the set of conditions under which
the variables v1 and v2 point to the same locations. The latter provides us
constraints under which v1 points to such locations that v2 never points to
them under any constraint. Used together, they extend the path condition so
that it enforces the equality of v1 and v2, if possible. NEQ is just a logical dual
of EQ.

The remaining operations check for null references in a similar way as
the previous technique, only this time are the constraints stored in the path
condition. Then, READREF creates a new stack reference r, maps vout to it
and gathers all the possible locations l that can be pointed to by v.f . Each
constraint ϕr ∧ ϕf of such location is eventually checked to be satisfiable
against the current path condition.

WRITEREF must work in a conditional way, because v can potentially point
to multiple locations. Therefore, the produced guarded value set contains both
the mappings to the current references rcur and the mappings to the newly
added reference η(vin). A helper strengthening function is used:

st(L, r, ϕ, ϕg) = {(ϕ ∧ ϕ′ l′) | (ϕ′ l′) ∈ L(r) ∧ SAT (ϕ ∧ ϕ′ ∧ ϕg)}

Again, the satisfiability check with the current path condition is a part of
the process. The produced guarded value set is assigned to a new auxiliary
reference, propagated to R and L.

READVAL and WRITEVAL are not mentioned in the original article, but we
attempted to design them in a similar fashion as the previous operations.
READVAL gathers all the possible constrained terms and joins them to a nested
structure of the ite functions. WRITEVAL updates the current values so that
they conditionally point either to the new term t or to the current term tcur.

In Figure 3.3 are depicted the heaps produced during the analysis in Figure
3.1. The notation is based on Figure 3.2, but we can see certain differences.
Each heap set contains only one heap and these heaps have a more compli-
cated structure. References in circles were added and for every association
from a reference to a location there is a condition attached, unless it is true.
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3.2. Symbolic Initialization

The associations containing unsatisfiable conditions are hidden to save space.
Furthermore, certain elements are not displayed in each heap, such as rnull
and lnull. The rule for obtaining a path condition of a certain heap is the same
as in the previous case. For the sake of simplicity, the heaps with unsatisfiable
path conditions are not shown in the figure, such as the ones representing the
error of dereferencing a null reference.

The NEQ operation initializes this to point via ri0 either to l0 or lnull and
subsequently disables the latter. The following ASSIGN then associates result
with ri0 as well, producing H2. Then, READREF creates two references ri0 and
rs0. The former appears during the initialization of this.next, referring either
to lnull, aliased l0 of a newly created l1. To simplify the reference equality
formulas, we use the following shortcut eab :

∀a, b ∈ N (eab ⇔ ria = rib) ∀a ∈ N (ean ⇔ ria = rinull)

The stack reference rs0 only copies the guarded value set from rs0 and it
is associated with hlp0. EQ produces Hp1 by adding e1

n to its path condition,
whereas H4 contains its negation ¬e1

n due to NEQ. The two subsequent calls to
READVAL cause R(l0, val) and R(l1, val) to be initialized to l0 and l1, respec-
tively. The corresponding values of val0 and val1 are then v0 and ite(e1

0, v0, v1).
Therefore, the ASSERT producing Hp2 adds the following condition to ϕ:

val0 ≤ val1 ⇔ v0 ≤ ite(e1
0, v0, v1) ⇔ (e1

0 ∧ v0 ≤ v0) ∨ (¬e1
0 ∧ v0 ≤ v1)

⇔ (¬e1
0 ∨ e1

0) ∧ (e1
0 ∨ v0 ≤ v1)⇔ e1

0 ∨ v0 ≤ v1

H7 is produced with the negation of this formula, hence ¬e1
0∧ v0 > v1. By

the assignment of hlp0 to t, H8 is produced. As we can see in H9, the further
READREF initializes another reference, ri2. Its whole value set is, again, copied
to rs1 and assigned to η(hlp1). The two following calls to WRITEREF produce
the auxiliary references ra0 and ra1 and put them to the appropriate places in
the heap. No conditional write is involved in this case, because both locations
are associated with their references without any conditions. Therefore, ra0 and
ra1 just copy the corresponding value sets. Finally, ASSIGN produces Hp3 by
assigning t to result. Again, the validity of the assertions can be inspected
by reviewing the shapes of the resulting heaps combined with the respective
conditions v0 ≤ v1 and v0 > v1.

To summarize, symbolic initialization successfully tackles several disadvan-
tages of the previous technique, such as the tremendous number of generated
heaps. However, the constraints in guarded value sets can still grow polyno-
mially. Furthermore, certain operations require a number of calls to the SMT
solver, possibly consuming a lot of resources.
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Figure 3.3: The usage of symbolic initialization for the analysis in Figure 3.1
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3.3 Theory of Arrays Mapping

The approach of this technique is completely different from the previously
mentioned ones. As its name suggests, it utilizes the theory of arrays to
describe the shape of the heap. Therefore, it is not necessary to explicitly
keep the information about the whole heap. Instead, the symbolic heap holds
only the mapping of program entities to symbolic variables and all the relations
between heap objects are propagated as constraints in the path condition. Let
us begin with the formal definition of this type of symbolic heap:

hA = (ϕ η α l)

η : VC 7→ Σv ∪ Z α : F → Σv l ∈ N

hA0 = (true η0 α0 0) ∀c ∈ C (η0(nullc) = 0) ∀f ∈ F (α0(f) = f0)

In this case, the environment η only maps reference variables to integers,
each resulting value can be either a constant or a symbolic integer variable.
The field map α associates each field f ∈ F with a variable of the array
sort, whose key sort is integer and the value sort depends on the type of the
particular field. If f ∈ FC , it is integer as well, otherwise it is t(f). These
array variables will be used to access the values stored on the heap. Reading
a value will be directly performed by using the read array operation, writing
a value will require creating a new variable and assigning the result of write
to it. To track the count of the manually created objects, we use an integer
l. The initial heap hA0 only maps the null variables to zero and all the fields
in the program to the first versions of the corresponding arrays, having zero
subscripts. A helper function to initialize input variables is defined below:

• init(ϕ, η, v) =
{

(ϕ η), v ∈ η←

(ϕ′ η′), v 6∈ η←

r = freshΣv() η′ = η[v → r]

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (r = 0 ∨ (r < 0 ∧
∧

f∈Ft(v)∩FC

read(f0, r) ≤ 0))

At first, the environment maps the program variable v to a newly created
symbolic integer variable r. Then, we constrain r and all the first versions of
the related reference fields to be less than or equal to zero. To understand
why we need to do it, let us explain how we distinguish the input heap objects
from those created during the analysis using NEW.

If we analyse any two references, both of which were initialized by a differ-
ent call to NEW, we can see that they cannot be equal and neither of them can
be null. As a result, a suitable way to model this behaviour is by assigning a
unique integer constant to each reference created this way. This is simply done
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by incrementing l with each call to NEW and assigning it to the given reference.
The references contained in the newly created object cannot yet contain any
valid references; therefore, we set them to zero, the value representing null.

On the other hand, if we need to read a value from a previously unknown
reference, we cannot model it using a certain integer constant, because we do
not know the exact shape of the input heap. However, it cannot be an arbitrary
number, there are certain constraints involved. Namely all the references in
the input heap can either be null or point to another object in the input heap.
They cannot point to any objects created using NEW, because these objects did
not exist during the previous execution of the program, where the input heap
was created. Therefore, because we model null by zero and objects created
during the analysis by positive integers, we can simply model the references
from the input heap by negative integers. As a result, by setting these variables
less than or equal to zero we satisfy the aforementioned constraints.

Having explained the reasons behind the overall design of the technique,
the particular operations are defined as follows:

• NEW((ϕ η α l), v) = {(ϕ′ η′ α l′)}

l′ = l + 1 η′ = η[v → l′]

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧
∧

f∈Ft(v)∩FC

read(α(f), l′) = 0

• EQ((ϕ η α l), v1, v2) = {(ϕ′′ η′ α l)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, v1, v2) ϕ′′ = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v1) = η′(v2))

• NEQ((ϕ η α l), v1, v2) = {(ϕ′′ η′ α l)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, v1, v2) ϕ′′ = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v1) 6= η′(v2))

• ASSERT((ϕh η α l), ϕ) = {(ϕ′ η α l)}

ϕ′ = ϕh ∧ ϕ

• ASSIGN((ϕ η α l), v, vin) = {(ϕ′ η′′ α l)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, vin) η′′ = η′[v → η′(vin)]

• READREF((ϕ η α l), vout, v, f) = {(ϕerr η′ α l), (ϕok η′′ α′ l)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, v) η′′ = η′[vout → freshΣv()]

ϕerr = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) = 0)

ϕok = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0) ∧ (η′′(vout) = read(α(f), η′(v)))
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• WRITEREF((ϕ η α l), v, f, vin) = {(ϕerr η′ α l), (ϕok η′ α′ l)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, v, vin) α(f) = fi α′ = α[f → fi+1]

ϕerr = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) = 0)

ϕok = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0) ∧ (α′(f) = write(α(f), η′(v), η′(vin)))

• READVAL((ϕ η α l), v, f) = {((ϕerr η′ α l) t), ((ϕok η′ α l) t)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, v) t = read(α(f), η′(v))

ϕerr = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) = 0)

ϕok = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0)

• WRITEVAL((ϕ η α l), v, f, t) = {(ϕerr η′ α l), (ϕok η′ α′ l)}

(ϕ′ η′) = init(ϕ, η, v) α(f) = fi α′ = α[f → fi+1]

ϕerr = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) = 0)

ϕok = ϕ′ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0) ∧ (α′(f) = write(α(f), η′(v), t))

In Figure 3.4 we can see the progress of the analysis from Figure 3.1. Each
heap h = (ϕ η α l) is expressed as a rectangle displaying the mappings η on
the left side and α on the right side. Because for the latter there are always
exactly two fields next and val in the pre-image, only the corresponding array
variables are displayed. Again, the path condition ϕ is constituted from the
formulas attached to the arrows on the path from h0 to h. The counter l is
omitted there, because we are not using NEW in the example.

As shown in h0, the fields next and val are mapped to the array symbolic
variables next0 and val0, respectively. The initial environment η0 only maps
nullNode to zero, which is not shown in the picture to save space. During
the following NEQ operation, the variable this is initialized. As a result, it is
mapped to a newly created symbolic integer variable r0, which is constrained
by the formula r0 = 0 ∨ (r0 < 0 ∧ read(next0, r0) ≤ 0). The second con-
straint r0 6= 0 is produced by the main logic of NEQ. ASSIGN then adds only the
mapping of result to the same variable that this is mapped to. READREF pro-
duces a new symbolic integer variable r1 and sets it as equal to the expression
read(next0, r0). Note we skipped adding r0 6= 0, because it is already present
in the path condition. The following branching by EQ and NEQ produces two
expected conditions: r1 = 0 is added to Hp1 and r1 6= 0 to H4. To create H6
from H4, we call READVAL twice, resulting in the symbolic variables v0 and v1.
Hp2 and H7 are created by adding corresponding assertions formed from these
variables. ASSIGN and READREF then produce H9 in a similar way as they did
it before with H3. During the following calls to WRITEREF, the mapping of
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next is updated twice, with the final version being next2. The final ASSIGN
only changes the mapping of result to r1.

The validity of the assertions is not as simple to see as in the previous
techniques, but the path conditions leading to breaking them will eventually
be proven unsatisfiable. For example, the assertion result != null is valid,
because both r0 and r1 are constrained to be non-zero.

In conclusion, the main benefit of this technique is the lack of the imme-
diately visible complexity. It is moved from the heap itself to the SMT solver,
which can be very useful, if it is powerful enough.
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Figure 3.4: The usage of array theory mapping for the analysis in Figure 3.1
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Chapter 4
Related Work

In this chapter we will mention some of the existing tools based on symbolic
execution. Symbolic PathFinder [22], used for Java bytecode, combines sym-
bolic execution with symbolic model checking [23], which, basically, attempts
to describe all the possible states of the program and the transitions between
them. The heap is modelled using lazy initialization, fitting nicely in this
combination. The tool is capable of handling various complex mathematical
constraints and multiple threads. Its reliability is substantial, as it is practi-
cally used by NASA.

KLEE [24] is a symbolic virtual machine utilizing the LLVM [25] infras-
tructure, used mainly for C and C++ projects. It can model the whole envi-
ronment of complex system programs, including the networking and the file
system. In the case of operations that cannot be modelled, it is possible to
combine the symbolic values with the concrete ones. Its successful use case
is the analysis of GNU Coreutils [26], resulting in high line coverage and the
discovery of three serious bugs. Heap objects are modelled using the theory
of arrays, which is also the case of the following tools.

An example of a concolic testing tool from the .NET world is Microsoft
Pex [21], currently known as the IntelliTest feature of Microsoft Visual Studio
2017 Enterprise. When applied on a set of specifically annotated tests, it is
able to create test inputs with high code coverage. It utilizes a library called
Extended Reflection to observe the behaviour of the running program and
provides this information to a symbolic interpreter in the background, which
uses an SMT solver to create new inputs.

All the previously mentioned tools implement the forward variant of sym-
bolic execution. The backward one can be found, for example, in a Java
bytecode analysis tool called Snugglebug [27]. It utilizes the demand driven
approach to remove false positives from the warnings produced by other tools
and to infer the program specification. For the latter, it uses the ability of
SMT solvers to simplify expressions. If the specification is already present,
Snugglebug can be used to find test inputs that violate it.
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Chapter 5
AskTheCode

In this chapter we will present AskTheCode, a “light-weight” assertion ver-
ification tool developed during the previous research [1]. The first section
explains reasons behind its creation and possible scenarios of its usage. The
next section focuses on its architecture, the used algorithms and their imple-
mentation. The last section outlines its future development, e.g. the support
for heap objects.

5.1 Purpose

When developers want to make their effort spent on preventing and fixing bugs
more effective, they have a plethora of static analysis tools available. These
tools vary by their inner workings, reliability, efficiency and other factors, but
have one characteristics in common - the more powerful they are, the smaller
programs are they able to analyse and the more difficult is to include them in
the software development process [1].

Symbolic execution, the technique this thesis is focused on, cannot be
usually used to reliably find bugs in large programs or even to verify them,
due to its caveats mentioned before. On the other hand, concolic testing is
practically usable, but its efficiency is limited by the degree of the program
testability. Furthermore, the tests created for concolic testing are often more
difficult to prepare than the standard ones.

Apart from symbolic execution, there are other techniques to precisely
analyse the semantics of the program, but they are either poorly scalable or
require too many code adjustments in order to function properly. An example
of the former is symbolic model checking, the latter group contains various
techniques attempting to verify code properties, e.g. automatic theorem prov-
ing [28, 29].

As a result, the tools used in practice for larger projects usually contain
some kind of abstraction, which enables them to work more efficiently, but
makes them prone to producing a moderate amount of false positives. Es-
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pecially popular are the techniques based on pattern matching, identifying
various code constructs considered to be a bad practice. These tools pro-
duce a list containing all the places in the code that could cause errors and
problems in readability. If the list is responsibly reviewed by the developers
and the potential problems are fixed, it can indeed contribute to a more reli-
able and safer product. Unfortunately, this process is usually tedious and the
amount of false positives is high. Therefore, for the majority of companies it
is more effective to put more effort on discovering bugs by testing rather than
preventing them using such tools.

Another problem is that the tools search mostly for general kinds of com-
mon errors, such as null pointer dereferences, memory leaks, uninitialized
variables, deadlocks or security issues [30]. When it comes to the problems
occurring in the domain of the particular software, they usually cannot help
with them. For example, if a program returns an incorrect result with respect
to the given input, the developers must inspect the semantics of the program
on their own.

Therefore, we decided to create AskTheCode, a tool to simplify reasoning
about the semantics of a program, searching for causes of errors and prevent-
ing them. It is implemented as a Microsoft Visual Studio extension for C#,
enabling a programmer to select an assertion to be verified. If an execution
path that disproves the assertion is found, it is displayed to the user. Oth-
erwise, the tool either informs about a successful verification or inability to
reason about it. It requires no prior setup and complicated integration in the
development process. Instead, it is expected to be used on demand, whenever
the programmer wants to verify the validity of a certain assumption about the
program semantics or find an input causing a certain bug [1].

5.2 Approach

Due to its goal-driven approach, the tool is based on backward symbolic exe-
cution. It was created with extensibility in mind, resulting in loosely coupled
components with distinct responsibilities, all written in C#. Refer to the
previous work [1] for the complete description, here we will describe only the
most important modules: SmtLibStandard, ControlFlowGraphs, PathExplo-
ration and Vsix.

The SmtLibStandard module provides a way to work with symbolic con-
stants and expressions conforming to the SMT-LIB standard [11]. It contains
various classes allowing to create expression trees in a strongly typed manner.
Currently, Int and Bool sorts are implemented, together with the most of
the related functions. Furthermore, a set of interfaces for SMT solvers and
the models produced by them is available, implemented by the Microsoft Z3
solver [31] in SmtLibStandard.Z3.

ControlFlowGraphs, as its name suggests, contains a representation of a
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symbolic control flow graph (CFG), which expresses the control and data flow
in a method. Again, it provides an interface for particular programming lan-
guages, implemented only by C# in ControlFlowGraphs.Cli. At this time,
the methods represented by the CFGs contain references between each other,
but do not have any notion of classes. Therefore, only static methods can be
modelled reliably at this point. Moreover, when it comes to branching and
loops, only if, else and while clauses are supported.

In PathExploration, the main logic of the backward symbolic execution
algorithm is captured. Given CFGs, an SMT solver and a starting point of
the analysis, it performs the backward interprocedural traversal of the given
program until it reaches an entry point. The exploration is highly configurable
and extensible using various heuristics. They can influence, for example, in
what order the code blocks should be traversed or how often to call the SMT
solver along the way. The precise meaning of the “entry point” can also be
configured. Currently, it is an entry statement of every public method in a
public class.

The last mentioned module, Vsix, provides a user interface and the inte-
gration into Microsoft Visual Studio. It orchestrates the previously mentioned
modules, attempting to answer the queries supplied by the user. Its role is
also to display any found results in a readable manner.

5.3 Future Development

The ultimate goal of AskTheCode is to become practically useful. In order to
achieve this, we need both to extend the scope of the supported code constructs
and to implement various optimizations of the used algorithm.

Regarding the former, the key improvement is the support of heap objects,
which will be implemented in this thesis. Important will also be the ability
to reliably model the behaviour of more complicated entities, such as strings,
collections and the environment. Particularly challenging is the support of
advanced control flow principles, such as the exception catching, automatically
created enumerators or asynchronous methods.

The most straightforward optimization is previously mentioned state merg-
ing. In fact, the path exploration algorithm already includes it, only the
implementation of passing the merged paths to the SMT solver is missing.
Parallelism, another potentially significant optimization, should not require
too much effort, because the algorithm was designed to handle it as well.

Another approach targets both the quality of the results and the tool
efficiency. Its main idea is to perform a global code analysis in advance and
then use its findings to simplify the actual exploration. For example, we
could discover that certain references are never null and always point to the
same object, or that a particular field is immutable, leading to its simplified
modelling. Moreover, some questions could be answered instantly, without
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the need to call backward symbolic execution. Inevitably, this approach will
lead to another problems, such as the extra time spent during it or the need to
perform the analysis repeatedly whenever the code changes. Possible remedy
can be to implement the analysis in an incremental way and cache its results.
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Chapter 6
Requirements

In the first part of the thesis we have summarized backward symbolic execu-
tion and multiple options how to implement reasoning about heap objects in
it. Furthermore, we have mentioned several practically used projects utiliz-
ing these techniques. Also the fundamentals of AskTheCode were presented,
which is the tool we want to extend with heap functionality handling.

The second part focuses on the reasons behind various design decisions
and on the implementation itself. In this chapter we will collect all the re-
quirements stemming from various aspects of the expected solution. The first
one are the constraints of a symbolic heap in backward symbolic execution in
general. Then, we will mention certain specifics of AskTheCode which need
to be considered when extending it. Finally, we will explain why is the perfor-
mance of the final solution crucial and what to avoid in order not to impede
it.

6.1 Symbolic Heap

While AskTheCode utilizes backward symbolic execution, all the previously
mentioned symbolic heap implementation techniques were used in the context
of the forward variant. Therefore, for each technique we must carefully con-
sider whether it is possible to convert it while maintaining its soundness and
efficiency. In the following text we inspect the particular heap operations and
discuss how does their semantics differ when converted.

Starting with the most straightforward one, ASSERT does not change its
semantics, as it serves only as a way to propagate constraints of scalar vari-
ables. The same applies to EQ and NEQ, if they are applied to the references
already known to the symbolic heap. The reason is that it simply constrains
their equality as it would do it in the forward variant.

However, when at least one of the references is currently unknown to the
symbolic heap, the situation becomes a little more complicated. Consider the
Listing 6.1 and suppose we start backward symbolic execution from the line
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Listing 6.1: Sample C# code to demonstrate the differences between the for-
ward and the backward variant of symbolic execution with respect to a sym-
bolic heap

1 class Node {
2 public int va l ;
3 public Node next ;
4
5 public stat ic void Foo ( ) {
6 Node b = new Node (10 , null ) ;
7 i f ( a == b) {
8 Debug . Assert ( fa l se ) ;
9 }

10
11 Node c = b ;
12 c . next = a ;
13 c . va l = −1;
14 c . va l = 7 ;
15 int v = c . va l ;
16 i f ( v > 0) {
17 Debug . Assert ( true ) ;
18 }
19 }
20 }

8. When we first encounter the references a and b on the line 7 we do not
know anything about them apart from being equal. Therefore, we assume
they reference either null or an object from an input heap, as we would have
done in the forward variant. However, in this case we must expect that any
of such variables can be later discovered to be explicitly allocated using NEW,
such as b on the line 6. As we can see, a comes from an input heap whereas
b does not, hence a 6= b. Because of that, the path condition is unsatisfiable
and the line 8 is proven to be unreachable.

To summarize, in any operation where we want to obtain a certain knowl-
edge about a reference for the first time, we must consider the reference to be
a part of the input heap but be prepared to change that state later. The role
of the NEW operation is to perform this transition.

In general, working with references that have not been assigned to yet in
backward symbolic execution resembles handling scalar variables in the same
algorithm. Although we do not know where their values will be obtained
from, we gather their constraints. When such variable is assigned to, we know
that all these constraints apply to the assigned value as well. This principle
will be naturally used in ASSIGN and we must utilize it also in the operations
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READREF, WRITEREF, READVAL and WRITEVAL.
Let us consider running backward symbolic execution from the line 17 in

Listing 6.1. At first, we encounter an integer variable v on the line 16 and
constrain it to be greater than 0. Then, when reading the value from the heap
on the line 15 we must somehow connect v with the particular place in the
heap. On the line 14 the same place is assigned the value 7 and it is important
that we are able to match this write with the previously mentioned read and
extend the path condition so that it constraints v = 7 to be true. In fact, we
are only interested in the situation when a non-zero number of reads to the
same location is followed by one write. Two or consecutive writes to the same
location are not interesting, because only the final value can be then read.
Writing to a location that was not read before also does not help us with the
analysis. We can see these unimportant writes on the lines 13 and 12. Finally,
on the line 11 we use the ASSIGN operation. Everything we have to do in it is
to ensure that the information stored about the locations accessible from c is
transferred to b.

In the previous example of field writes and reads, we did not consider
the possibility that the reference c might be null. This is due to the nature
of backward symbolic execution. When trying to find whether a location
in a program is reachable, we traverse all the operations leading to it. For
each operation, we are interested only in the conditions that make it pass the
control to the next one. Therefore, all the operations accessing objects on
the heap through a reference guarantee that the corresponding reference were
not null. In our example, if c was null on the line 12, the field write would
have thrown an exception and the following statements would have not been
reached. However, that is exactly opposite to what we are searching for, so
we must constrain c not to be null.

If our aim is to explicitly check whether c can be null before it is derefer-
enced, we must take a different approach. In that case, the analysis should
be started from the operation just before such usage and it should behave as
if we were verifying an assertion c 6= nullNode. Note that in our example we
would need to start such analysis before the line 12. The reason is that if c is
null, the line 13 is unreachable due to its dereference on the line before.

To summarize, although the symbolic heap operations in backward sym-
bolic execution can have the same names and syntax as in the forward variant,
their semantics significantly differs. These discrepancies are what we need to
carefully consider when transforming an existing symbolic heap technique from
the latter to the former.

6.2 AskTheCode Integration

In this thesis, not only are we concerned with the symbolic heap itself, but we
also want to integrate it in AskTheCode. This integration is not expected to be
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straightforward, because it needs to be performed on many levels that influence
each other, namely CFG construction, path exploration and execution model
creation.

Currently, CFGs can directly contain only symbolic variables and expres-
sions built upon them. Nodes can be of five types, the first four enable in-
terprocedural navigation, e.g. method calling and returning from them. The
nodes of the last type, inner nodes, contain sequences of assignments. Each
assignment consists of a symbolic variable on the left side and a symbolic
expression on the right side. Edges can be annotated with boolean symbolic
expressions to denote conditional jumps.

There are multiple ways to incorporate heap operations to CFGs and each
one should be carefully considered. For example, we can add all the possible
heap operations to inner nodes or create helper variables to denote heap refer-
ences and add them to the expressions. We must also design the best way to
express possible null dereferences. Either we can add the respective exception
throws explicitly or we might omit them, effectively postponing them to the
path exploration phase.

Apart from these issues, we must also extend the algorithm which produces
CFGs from C# methods. It can currently work only with the static ones, so we
must implement also instance method and constructor handling. Processing
particular heap operations can also be complicated, for example when a field
access is nested.

Path exploration is the most elaborate phase, because backward symbolic
execution itself is performed. Presently, it manages the versions of all the
variables along the path and transforms all the edge conditions and variable
assignments to a path condition. It is capable of various complex tasks, for
example passing arguments and return values to and from called methods.

When adding a symbolic heap to a symbolic execution state, we will need
to transform the so far mentioned theoretical interface to a set of particular
C# interfaces that reflect the inner workings of AskTheCode. These interfaces
should abstract as much from the control flow as possible and focus only on
the heap operations.

The last integration step comes into question when a suitable path in a
code is discovered and we want to display the corresponding heap and its
changes to the user. There are certain constrains involved in producing such
heap model. For example, the model produced by the SMT solver is available
only when creating the heap model and not later, so we cannot utilize it in
a lazy manner. Apart from producing the heap model and storing it in a
certain data structure, it is also important to add its visual representation to
the graphical user interface (GUI).
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6.3 Performance

So far, we have described only the functional requirements on the solution, i.e.
how to design and assemble its parts so that it can produce correct results.
However, in order to be actually usable, the tool must be able to perform
the analysis in a reasonable time. The biggest hurdle in this manner is the
aforementioned path explosion problem, which is inherent to the character of
the analysis.

It increases with each nondeterministic choice along the analysed pro-
gram path. Currently, these choices comprise only from branching, cycles
and method calls. However, heap operations can also add a degree of nonde-
terminism due to a strongly increasing number of various input heap shapes.
Therefore, when implementing the symbolic heap we must attempt to ap-
proach this problem as sensibly as possible.

As we have already mentioned, one way to alleviate this problem is state
merging. Although it is currently not implemented in AskTheCode, we want
to implement it in the future. Therefore, when selecting a symbolic heap
technique, we should consider whether it is suitable to be extended this way,
i.e. being able to merge two or more symbolic heaps into one.

When not considering path explosion, there are other performance char-
acteristics important for backward symbolic execution as implemented in
AskTheCode. From performance profiling we can see that most of the execu-
tion time is spent in an SMT solver. That is not surprising, because all the
other parts serve only to gather path conditions and cannot efficiently reason
about them. On the other hand, state-of-the-art SMT solvers are optimized to
handle long and complicated conditions consisting of terms from various theo-
ries [32]. Not only are they able to simplify input expressions and quickly find
immediately visible violations, but they can also efficiently navigate through
the structure of more complicated ones. Therefore, for a lot of problems it is
often more beneficial to encode them into assertions in a path condition rather
than to devise specialised algorithms for them.

Having said that, we may significantly impede the algorithm performance
if we overuse the SMT solver by calling him more often than necessary. It is
also useful if a symbolic heap can detect certain obvious conflicts in a sequence
of operations even before the SMT solver is invoked.
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Architecture

In the previous chapters we have gathered all the information necessary to
devise the final solution. Therefore, in this one we can present the resulting
overall architecture and justify all the important design decisions. First, we
will evaluate all the mentioned techniques with regard to the aforementioned
requirements. Second, the transformation of the selected technique to back-
ward symbolic execution will be explained. Last, we will focus on the changes
in AskTheCode required for the successful heap integration.

7.1 Technique Selection

In this section we will analyse all the techniques explained before to evaluate
their compliance with the requirements. There are three important areas
of requirements: the suitability of the conversion from the original forward
variant, special demands on the integration to AskTheCode and performance
implications.

7.1.1 Lazy Initialization

The greatest benefit of lazy initialization is its simplicity and straightforward
approach. The variant for forward symbolic execution captures an unequivo-
cal shape of a heap, enabling to model the operations in a concise way. For
example, each value field of a heap location can be modelled by a single sym-
bolic variable. Value fields are, in fact, the only source of assertions to be
added to an SMT solver, because all the reference operations can be handled
directly.

With a moderate amount of effort it would be possible to transform the
technique to work with backward symbolic execution. It would mean to
slightly alter the meaning of the graph made of locations and references. In-
stead of representing a known part of a heap it would express the heap loca-
tions accessed by the program so far. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
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we would need to observe the order of operations on each field and match the
corresponding reads and writes. Furthermore, calling NEW would remove all
the heaps where the respective location is targeted by an unassigned reference
other than the one the operation is called on.

From the integration standpoint, this technique has one specific need. Cur-
rently, an exploration path uniquely describes how to reach a certain symbolic
execution state in a program. The reason is that the only source of nonde-
terminism is the choice of an edge on each junction in a CFG. Therefore, we
would need to distinguish two paths sharing the same sequence of CFG nodes
and differing only by the symbolic heaps.

When implemented, the technique would work seamlessly on small sam-
ples where we would appreciate the low number of assertions added to path
conditions. However, we are concerned about its performance on larger pro-
grams, because the increased number of branches would strongly contribute
to path explosion. Moreover, as lazy initialization is built upon the idea of
explicitly capturing a heap layout, merging two heaps would be basically an
unnatural operation. To a certain extent, these problems can be alleviated by
symbolic initialization, as we will see below.

7.1.2 Symbolic Initialization

In [18] is symbolic initialization presented as an improvement of lazy initial-
ization that reduces nondeterminism by compressing multiple heaps into one
structure. This is achieved by adding a condition to each reference within a
symbolic heap. Analogically to the forward variant, we suppose it would be
possible to devise a similar algorithm for the backward one. The conversion
is not expected to be straightforward as in the case of symbolic initialization,
but it would bring us all the benefits that the technique brings.

Furthermore, we would gain certain benefits on the integration side. The
main reason is that we would no longer need to deal with the extension of
nondeterminism. The only requirement specific for this technique is the ability
to call an SMT solver, which is straightforward to include in the interface.

Regrettably, calling it too often may severely impede performance. As we
can see, not only might each READREF and WRITEREF do it, but the number of
calls also increases with the symbolic heap size. The reason for these calls is to
remove unreachable access paths from the symbolic heap, making it smaller.
Therefore, reducing the number of calls could possibly cause larger symbolic
expressions to be produced. Furthermore, even if we prune the symbolic heap
appropriately, larger programs might cause it to grow fast. Such situation is
a hurdle in general, because it implies that even the problems easy to solve
could be represented in a complicated and redundant encoding. For example,
each READVAL in a large symbolic heap could produce a long nested chain of ite
operators. In summary, symbolic initialization does not directly contribute to
path explosion as lazy initialization, but the heap nondeterminism might have
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an impact on the complexity of the produced symbolic expressions. Unlike
the previous technique, we suppose that implementing state merging would
be possible, thanks to the conditions contained in its structure.

7.1.3 Theory of Arrays Mapping

The biggest difference between this technique and the others is that we do not
explicitly construct any shape resembling a heap structure. Instead, we use the
heap theory constructs read and write to encode the operation semantics into
symbolic expressions for an SMT solver. As a result, modifying the technique
to work in backward symbolic execution does not require as much effort as
symbolic initialization. We only need to keep in mind the rules mentioned in
the previous chapter.

As far as the AskTheCode integration is concerned, there is an obvious
demand to extend the used symbolic language with array theory expressions.
Furthermore, the underlying SMT solver must be able to reason about them.
We currently use Z3, which is highly capable in the scope of efficiently sup-
ported theories [31].

Performance-wise, this technique is not burdened by the main problems
of the previous ones. It does not cause more path branching than currently
present, as well as it produces only symbolic expressions of reasonable length
in each operation. Having said that, it is important to note that the encoding
is unable to simplify the nature of the problem. Instead, it just effectively
transfers the complexity to an SMT solver. That is a justifiable approach,
because they are optimized to tackle such difficulties efficiently, as known
from their successful usage in analysing real-life applications [21, 24].

A subtle disadvantage of the lack of an explicit heap structure is the inabil-
ity to eliminate SMT solver calls in the situations where immediately visible
conflicts are encountered. We argue that this disadvantage certainly does not
outweigh the previously mentioned advantages, as SMT solvers should be able
to discover these conflicts quickly on their own. Furthermore, we can devise
certain techniques to alleviate this problem, as we will see in the next chapter.

7.2 Symbolic Heap

As we can see, each mentioned technique has certain advantages and disad-
vantages. To implement the symbolic heap in AskTheCode correctly, any of
them can be used if properly transformed. However, we want to ultimately
make the tool usable for real applications, so we must strive to maximize the
size of the possibly analysed programs. We can see that both lazy initializa-
tion and symbolic initialization are bound to have problems with longer paths
containing many heap operations. Although the nature of the problem stays
the same with array theory, it does not increase the number of SMT solver
calls and we have a better chance of its optimizations to be involved.
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Note that the expected benefits gained from the last mentioned technique
are not founded on any exact data. The reason is that obtaining them would
mean to implement all the techniques and then measure how they perform.
Such comparison is beyond the scope of this thesis; therefore, we need to select
one technique based on the aforementioned preliminary theoretical analysis.
As a result, we decided to base the symbolic heap in AskTheCode on the
theory of arrays. Having said that, we realize that it is not a good practice
to couple the selected technique with the tool tightly and that we might want
to implement other techniques in the future. Therefore, we add it via an
interface, which can be later implemented by another techniques as well.

In this section we will explain the fundamentals of the resulting symbolic
heap in a formal way, while the corresponding implementation details will
be described in the next chapter. The structure is identical to the forward
variant, we distinguish it only by adding the letter B to its name to state it
is backward:

hAB = (ϕ η α l)

η : VC 7→ Σv ∪ Z α : F → Σv l ∈ N

hAB0 = (true η0 α0 0) ∀c ∈ C (η0(nullc) = 0) ∀f ∈ F (α0(f) = f0)

Again, the environment η maps reference variables to the union of integers
and symbolic integer variables. Each field f ∈ F is assigned a corresponding
array symbolic variable in the field map α. Finally, l contains the count of the
objects created using NEW← so far. Note that also the initial heap hAB0 is the
same as hA0 . The first difference we can see is in the helper init function:

• init(η, v) =
{
η, v ∈ η←

η[v → freshΣv()], v 6∈ η←

The original function apart from mapping an unknown reference to a new
symbolic variable also adds certain constraints to the path condition, assuring
a valid input heap. In our case, however, we cannot add these constraints to
the path condition permanently, because the reference can still be remapped to
a positive integer value by NEW← during the further exploration. Therefore, we
will need to utilize the concept of assumptions. Simply speaking, an assump-
tion is a condition temporarily added to an SMT solver for the immediately
following solving, after which it is removed. In order to enable a symbolic heap
to produce them, we added a simple operation GETASSUMPTIONS← : H → Σf

to the interface. Below are defined all the operations of the symbolic heap
implemented using the theory of arrays. To symbolize that their semantics
corresponds to backward symbolic execution, we enhanced their names with
the ← symbol subscripts.
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• NEW←((ϕ η α l), v) = {(ϕ′ η′ α l′)}

l′ = l + 1 η′ = η[v → l′]

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ ϕe ∧
∧

f∈Ft(v)∩FC

read(α(f), l′) = 0

ϕe =
{
l′ = η(v), v ∈ η←

true, v 6∈ η←

• EQ←((ϕ η α l), v1, v2) = {(ϕ′ η′ α l)}

η′ = init(η, v1, v2) ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (η′(v1) = η′(v2))

• NEQ←((ϕ η α l), v1, v2) = {(ϕ′ η′ α l)}

η′ = init(η, v1, v2) ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (η′(v1) 6= η′(v2))

• ASSERT←((ϕh η α l), ϕ) = {(ϕ′ η α l)}

ϕ′ = ϕh ∧ ϕ

• ASSIGN←((ϕ η α l), v, vin) = {(ϕ′ η′ α l)}

(ϕ′ η′) =


(ϕ ∧ η(vin) = η(v) η[v → η(vin)]), {v, vin} ∩ η← = {v, vin}
(ϕ η[{v, vin} → η(vd)]), {v, vin} ∩ η← = {vd}
(ϕ η[{v, vin} → η(vf )]), vf = freshΣv(), {v, vin} ∩ η← = ∅

• READREF←((ϕ η α l), vout, v, f) = {(ϕ′ η′ α l)}

η′ = init(η, vout, v)

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0) ∧ (η′(vout) = read(α(f), η′(v)))

• WRITEREF←((ϕ η α l), v, f, vin) = {(ϕ′ η′ α′ l)}

η′ = init(η, v, vin)

α(f) = fi α′ = α[f → fi+1]

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0) ∧ (α(f) = write(α′(f), η′(v), η′(vin)))

• READVAL←((ϕ η α l), v, f) = {((ϕ′ η′ α l) t)}

η′ = init(η, v) t = read(α(f), η′(v))

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0)
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• WRITEVAL←((ϕ η α l), v, f, t) = {(ϕ′ η′ α′ l)}

η′ = init(η, v)

α(f) = fi α′ = α[f → fi+1]

ϕ′ = ϕ ∧ (η′(v) 6= 0) ∧ (α(f) = write(α′(f), η′(v), t))

• GETASSUMPTIONS←((ϕ η α l)) = ϕa

fields(vs) = FC ∩ {f ∈ Ft(v) | η(v) = vs}

ϕa =
∧

vs ∈ η→ ∩ Σv
vs = 0 ∨ (vs < 0 ∧

∧
f ∈ fields(vs)

read(α(f), vs) ≤ 0)

The changes performed in the operations correspond to the requirements
of a symbolic heap in backward symbolic execution as summarized in the
previous chapter. We can see that it was indeed not necessary to change EQ←,
NEQ← and ASSERT←, as their semantics is invariant to the direction of the
analysis.

On the other hand, we had to add an optional equality condition ϕe =
(l′ = η(v)) to NEW←. The reason is that there can already be certain constrains
imposed on η(v) and by simply remapping v to a new integer value l′ we would
allow the SMT solver to create invalid heap models where l′ 6= η(v).

NEW← is an example of a function that cannot be called twice on the same
reference, because ϕe would instantly lead to a conflict in the path condition.
Therefore, we need to set a rule that each reference can obtain its value via
NEW←, ASSIGN← or READREF← only once. It is a natural requirement, because
the core symbolic execution algorithm already manages versions of scalar vari-
ables and can extend it to reference variables as well. As a result, a full variable
name will consist of an identifier and a version. Notice that this rule resembles
static single assignment form (SSA) used in compilers for data-flow analysis,
but it is much stronger, as multiple assignments on the same location in the
program must not be to the same version of the corresponding variable.

Another operation coping with a similar problem as NEW← is ASSIGN←.
There are three possible cases differing by whether η(v) and η(vin) are already
defined. The case when both are defined is the most complicated one, because
we again need to force their equality so that the constraints put on each one are
merged. Otherwise, we just ensure that η(v) = η(vin), possibly by obtaining
a fresh symbolic variable.

Because we do not need to reason about an exact heap structure, READREF←,
WRITEREF←, READVAL← and WRITEVAL← were in fact only simplified due to the
lack of possible null dereference errors during backward symbolic execution.
Instead of producing an error state, they just constrain the corresponding ref-
erence not to be null. Notice also that in WRITEREF← and WRITEVAL←, α and
α′ were swapped to match the backward semantics.
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The aforementioned GETASSUMPTIONS← operation simply replaces the work
of the original init. As all the references mapped via η to symbolic variables
refer to an input heap, we need to extend the path condition to secure that.
For each field f ∈ F the references within the input heap are represented by
α(f) instead of f0 as in the forward variant.

7.3 Integration

In this section we will explain the changes in AskTheCode needed to integrate
the aforementioned symbolic heap in a high-level manner. Modification that
are from this perspective too subtle or low-level will be mentioned in the next
chapter.

7.3.1 Control Flow Graphs

The first important design decision was how to incorporate heap operations
into CFGs. We started by selecting a representation for local reference vari-
ables. If we wanted to introduce reference variables as a completely new en-
tity, we would need to reimplement the whole logic already present for scalar
symbolic variables. They are already contained in a variety of places, e.g.
assignments or method calls. Furthermore, in the path exploration algorithm
the mechanism of properly handling their versions is implemented, enabling
such advanced scenarios as recursive calls of the same method.

Therefore, reusing the infrastructure built for scalar symbolic variables
is the most natural choice. However, not all the symbolic heap techniques
really map reference variables to symbolic variables of a particular sort. As
a result, we decided to create an artificial sort called Reference to be used
for all reference variables. It is the task of the path exploration algorithm to
translate the manipulation with them to respective heap operations, so that
they are not directly passed to an SMT solver.

Thanks to this representation, we have successfully incorporated the ASSIGN←
operation. Also EQ← and NEQ← are straightforward to implement this way, be-
cause they correspond to the = and 6= conditions. Given that ASSERT← and
GETASSUMPTIONS← are not handled on the CFG level, we need to choose how
to represent the remaining operations, namely NEW←, READREF←, WRITEREF←,
READVAL← and WRITEVAL←.

We can see that except NEW, all of them can possibly cause null derefer-
encing, which we also had to decide how to approach. As already mentioned,
in backward symbolic execution we can omit this option, so it would be suf-
ficient to add conditions that restrict the corresponding references not to be
null. However, we do not want to bind our CFG representation to a particu-
lar type of analysis, because in the future we might add other ones, such as
forward symbolic execution or bounded model checking. As there might be
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substantial differences in the ways how these techniques handle heap opera-
tions, we decided not to explicitly include null dereference exception throws.
Another practical reason is that each CFG would significantly increase its size
and complexity with every heap-related operation if we chose to do that.

Next, we will focus on the field read and write operations. Basically,
there are two general approaches for both of them. Either we add another
operation kinds to CFG inner nodes or we enhance assignments with a special
kind of symbolic expression to represent a location in a heap. Choosing one
over another does not have any dramatic implications, because we will need
to implement their handling in the path exploration anyway. Eventually, we
selected the first approach, because it is more explicit and convenient from
the software design perspective.

Regarding instance methods, the semantics of their calling is almost the
same as the one of static methods’ with an additional instance parameter.
The only difference is that high-level languages and runtime systems usually
throw exception when this parameter is null. Therefore, it was sufficient to
mark instance method call sites with a special flag so that the path exploration
algorithm knows that the first parameter must be constrained not to be null.

To implement the new operator we added another call site flag to mark that
memory allocation using NEW← must be involved to set the value of the first
parameter, ignoring the actually provided argument. This approach enables
us to nest constructors of an inherited and a base class, where the former can
be called with the memory allocation flag and the latter only with the instance
method call flag. Note that while class inheritance itself is supported, virtual
method calls are not, because we do not reason about object runtime types as
of yet. Instead, each reference is strongly typed.

The extension of the algorithm that translates C# methods to CFGs was
not much interesting from the high-level perspective. The changes made in
the particular classes will be mentioned in the next chapter.

7.3.2 Path Exploration

In our previous work we described the core algorithm of our backward sym-
bolic execution implementation in depth [1]. Here, we will only focus on the
particular points where it was extended to handle a symbolic heap. In fact, to
a significant extent we only need to illustrate how the design decisions made
in the previously mentioned areas determined this algorithm.

As already mentioned, the algorithm maintains a version number associ-
ated with each symbolic variable, which is incremented after each assignment
to that variable. It does not happen only in the case of assignments present
in inner nodes, but also when an argument is passed to a method or a value
is returned from it. The variables of the special Reference sort are no excep-
tion for these rules concerning versions. Their main difference is that instead
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of expressing an assignment by an equality added to a path condition, the
ASSIGN← operation is called on a symbolic heap.

Furthermore, a reference variable’s version must be incremented also in the
cases when it is assigned a newly allocated object. This is done by calling NEW←
on an instance variable while processing a method call annotated with the
corresponding flag. The instance method call flag causes NEQ(h, v, nullt(v))←
to be invoked for a reference variable v passed as the first parameter of such
method, representing the instance.

Another situations in which EQ← and NEQ← are called is naturally when an
edge condition is v1 = v2 or v1 6= v2, respectively, for two reference variables
v1 and v2. In the next chapter we will explain how to handle situations when
the result of such expression is assigned to a boolean variable instead of being
an edge condition.

Producing READREF←, WRITEREF←, READVAL← and WRITEVAL← is quite
straightforward, because they are represented as operations in inner nodes.
To distinguish between references and values it is sufficient to examine the
sorts of relevant expressions.

ASSERT← is called whenever a path condition is extended by a different
source than a symbolic heap. Finally, GETASSUMPTIONS← is used before an
SMT solver is invoked. Note that the process of handling a heap condition
is significantly simplified in this chapter. In reality, a path condition is held
inside an SMT solver using an assertion stack, which can be manipulated using
push and pop operations. In the next chapter we will see how we optimized
the handling of a symbolic heap to match this semantics.

7.3.3 Model Creation

When a certain path in a program is proven to be reachable, an SMT solver
produces a model, which contains interpretations for all the contained vari-
ables and their versions. From this information, an execution model is created
by associating the interpretations to the appropriate nodes in the path. The
used technique is basically a forward traversal through the path that associates
each assigned variable with its interpretation from the model, decrementing
its version. The execution model is then examined by the GUI to present the
data to the user.

In order to introduce a symbolic heap into this mechanism, we need to
create a heap model, i.e. a versioned heap structure graph whose node ref-
erences can be stored in an execution model. The most straightforward way
how to produce a heap model would be using a new symbolic heap operation
accepting an SMT model. However, that would require the symbolic heap
to remember all the operations performed on it. Furthermore, when state
merging is introduced in the future, the symbolic heap would need the whole
merged structure of operations. This would be an unnecessary duplication, be-
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cause the structure is already captured in the path of the current exploration
state.

Therefore, we used a concept of a heap model recorder, which is to be
produced by the symbolic heap at the end of the exploration, hence at the
start of the modelled execution. As the execution model creation progresses,
the heap operations found on the path are executed on the recorder. Apart
from creating a new version of the heap graph with each heap modification,
it also returns the locations of the concerned references. As a result, these
locations can be added to the execution model to represent the values of the
corresponding reference variables.
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Chapter 8
Implementation

After explaining the overall approach and reasons behind various design deci-
sions, we will delve more deeply into the implementation itself. This chapter
will mention all the important changes made to the particular AskTheCode
modules on the level of class relations and responsibilities. For even more in-
depth information please refer directly to the code and its changes recorded
using Git.

8.1 SmtLibStandard and SmtLibStandard.Z3

The library containing the representation of SMT-LIB standard expressions
had to be extended only slightly. As per the selected symbolic heap technique
requirements, we added the support for array theory expressions. Moreover,
when calling an SMT solver it is now possible to add a set of assumptions to
it.

These changes were reflected also in the Z3 integration library. Because
Z3 can only use literals as assumptions, we simulated the semantics by tem-
porarily adding more complicated ones to an assertion stack and removing
them afterwards.

8.2 ControlFlowGraphs

From the existing classes, the most influenced by the changes mentioned in the
previous chapter were CallFlowNode, InnerFlowNode and FlowGraphBuilder.
In Figure 8.1 we can see the relations between the newly added ones.
IClassDefinition and IFieldDefinition represent the items of the sets
C and F mentioned earlier. Note that each field definition can be listed in
more than one class definition, enabling to represent inheritance. The defini-
tions of the Reference sort and the null variable are contained in the static
References class, which is not displayed in the diagram.
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*

*
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Figure 8.1: Diagram of classes newly added to ControlFlowGraphs

The IHeapModel interface and the related structures HeapModelLocation,
HeapModelReference and HeapModelValue represent the composition of a
heap model. A location contains not only an identifier of the corresponding
node in the heap, but also its particular version. As a result, we can observe
the changes performed on the individual locations over time.

InnerFlowNode now contains a list of various operations, represented by
the abstract Operation class and its descendants. To simplify processing
them, two visitors were introduced. They differ by the presence of return
values in their methods.

8.3 ControlFlowGraphs.Cli

The structure of the newly added classes is depicted in Figure 8.2. Us-
ing the symbol information obtained from Roslyn, the implementations of
IClassDefinition and IFieldDefinition are provided; the TypeContext
class manages them.

We enhanced ITypeModelFactory to support creating value models from
locations on a heap. This feature is then implemented using
ReferenceValueModel, which is one of the classes implementing the abstract
ReferenceModel class. The remaining ones represent reference variables in a
code and null.

To take all the mentioned classes into account when processing C# code,
we updated some of the existing classes. CSharpGraphBuilder,
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Figure 8.2: Diagram of classes newly added to ControlFlowGraphs.Cli

StatementDepthBuilderVisitor and ExpressionDepthBuilderVisitor are
now able to process instance method declarations and heap operations. In
order to mark these operations in intermediate graph nodes, the original
BorderData class was changed to the abstract SpecialOperation class. Its
implementations can express either interprocedural or heap operations. Non-
trivial changes had to be performed also in FlowGraphTranslator, which
serves to translate an intermediate graph to a CFG.

8.4 PathExploration

From the schema in Figure 8.3 is apparent the boundary between the path
exploration algorithm and a symbolic heap implementation. It comprises four
interfaces: ISymbolicHeapFactory, ISymbolicHeapContext, ISymbolicHeap
and IHeapModelRecorder. Note that also ISymbolicHeapModel from Con-
trolFlowGraphs is used. ISymbolicHeapFactory is responsible for creating
instances of objects that implement ISymbolicHeap and accept an implemen-
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Figure 8.3: Diagram of classes newly added to PathExploration

tation of ISymbolicHeapContext for their construction. Using this inter-
face, a symbolic heap calls certain operations on the overall algorithm, such
as adding constraints to a path condition. IHeapModelRecorder serves to
record all the heap operations happening on a certain execution path and to
ultimately produce a heap model.

Because a single instance of symbolic heap is expected to be used among
multiple paths differing by branching, we had to implement it in a way so
that it is able to save its states along the way and return to them when
necessary. The behaviour reminds the usage of an SMT solver assertion stack
in the same algorithm. Therefore, we decided to implement it the same way
in ISymbolicHeap. Using the PushState method, the heap saves its current
state on a stack. When the PopState method is later called, the state popped
from the top of the stack is restored.

On the path exploration side, a symbolic heap factory must be contained
in ExplorationOptions. From there it is propagated to SmtSolverHandler,
which creates an instance of symbolic heap and passes it to
PathConditionHandler. It is then responsive for calling the appropriate heap
operations met along the execution path and retracting them later. Any re-
quests from the symbolic heap are processed by SolverSymbolicHeapContext.

The implementation of the aforementioned symbolic heap technique is
present in ArrayTheorySymbolicHeap and its nested classes, some of which
will be described here. The most important one is HeapState, because it con-
tains an immutable snapshot of all the mappings, variables etc. Its Builder
nested class is a mutable variant, which can be used to record any num-
ber of operations and produce another HeapState afterwards. These two
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classes are based on .NET immutable collections, which provide effective
operations and massive object sharing between multiple similar instances.
ArrayTheorySymbolicHeap stores HeapState instances in the previously men-
tioned state stack and uses the builder to record the operations between two
of these states.

ModelRecorder contains the logic of producing a heap model from an
SMT model and a sequence of operations. The main idea is that we are only
interested in the heap locations that were accessed at least once during the
execution. The resulting heap model is stored in the Model class. Again,
a .NET immutable dictionary is used to maximize memory reuse between
different heap versions.

8.5 ViewModel

«interface»
IIdeServices

StatementFlowViewPathView

FlowGraphView

MethodFlowView

ToolView

ReplayView VariableReplayView

HeapView

11

*

*

*
*

*

1

*

Figure 8.4: ViewModel class diagram

In Figure 8.4 is captured the full class diagram of this module. In compar-
ison to the previous version, some of the classes were modified and three other
were added. The most important change was performed in MethodFlowView.
In order to make the navigation through an execution path more intuitive, we
changed its structure to be displayed as a tree where each method’s children
represent the methods called by it.

Another attempt to improve user experience was adding a new panel,
which enables to replay the currently selected execution model. One can nav-
igate through it using commands known from debugging, such as “step into”
or “step over”. The panel displays the current values of all the local variables
and also the overall heap shape. This logic is captured in the newly added
classes: ReplayView, VariableReplayView and ReplayView.HeapView.
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8.6 Other

A visual representation of aforementioned ReplayView is implemented using
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) in the Wpf module as ReplayPanel.
It is then directly used both from Vsix and StandaloneGui, which is a sam-
ple application to simplify GUI testing without the need of launching a full
instance of Visual Studio.

ControlFlowGraphViewer, another sample application, was also updated
to accommodate the changes performed in CFG construction and path explo-
ration. Furthermore, it also displays a heap model when an execution model
is found. The main contribution of this application is to ease debugging and
together with the newly enhanced automatic tests it helps to evaluate the
solution, as we will see in the next chapter.
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Evaluation

Having explained both the high-level and the low-level aspects of the solu-
tion, we will now proceed to evaluating whether the implementation actually
fulfilled its purpose. The goal of this thesis was to extend AskTheCode with
heap operation handling. To demonstrate that this functionality works well,
we created a number of scenarios in the form of C# code. Firstly, we will
describe their main characteristics and reasons behind them. Secondly, two
helper applications that can give us a valuable insight into the algorithm will
be presented. Lastly, we will summarize all the automated tests that are
currently present in AskTheCode or are planned in the future.

9.1 Scenarios

In order to determine that a certain piece of software works correctly, it is
usual to prepare a set of scenarios that it must be able to handle. The scenar-
ios should cover as many of the theoretically possible situations as possible,
focusing both on corner cases and common events. It is also often beneficial
to craft some of the scenarios according to the inner workings of the software
so that certain potentially problematic situations are handled.

In our case, we decided to prepare a large set of C# code samples of various
complexity. Some of them exercise only small number of straightforward heap
operations, whereas others use more complicated ways to induce certain situa-
tions. Two samples are provided in Listing 9.1. Notice that while the reasoning
behind the assertions in the SimpleComparison method is easily understand-
able, the purpose of DelayedComparison is not immediately apparent. In this
case, we want to demonstrate that the method GetEqualityExpression of
ISymbolicHeap is implemented properly and also that there are cases where it
is necessary. More detailed description of all the samples is provided directly
in their code.

Where possible, we reused scenarios available from literature, such as List-
ing 3.1, which is presented in [19]. Regrettably, most of the benchmarks and
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Listing 9.1: Sample C# scenarios containing heap operations
1 public stat ic void SimpleComparison (Node a , Node b) {
2 i f ( a == b) {
3 Debug . Assert ( a . next == b . next ) ;
4 } else {
5 a . va lue = 5 ;
6 b . va lue = 10 ;
7
8 Debug . Assert ( a . va lue != b . va lue ) ;
9 }

10 }
11
12 public stat ic void DelayedComparison (Node a , Node b)
13 {
14 bool wereEqual = ( a == b ) ;
15 a = new Node (0 , b ) ;
16
17 i f ( wereEqual )
18 {
19 Debug . Assert ( a != b ) ;
20 }
21 }

competitions regarding software verification usually approach the problem in
a more low-level way, utilizing pointers [33].

9.2 Insight

By progressively evaluating the tool against the created scenarios, we were
able to validate our expectations and discover several critical problems, which
were subsequently repaired. For these purposes it is natural to utilize debug-
ging capabilities of an IDE. Apart from that, we also used two specialized
applications created just for this occasion.

The first one, called ControlFlowGraphViewer, serves to inspect the inter-
mediate steps of building a CFG from a C# method, to run the core path
exploration algorithm and to display its resulting execution model. The CFGs
used for path exploration can also be obtained by programmatically construct-
ing them, which was useful in the early stages of implementation when the C#
code translation was not yet available. In Figure 9.1 we can see a screenshot
of the application, enhanced with the heap model interactive display. We will
not delve into the GUI, because it was not meant to be accessible to an end
user; moreover, it is not as far as stable as AskTheCode itself.
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Figure 9.1: User interface of the ControlFlowGraphViewer application

Microsoft Visual Studio contains a useful way how to debug development
versions of its extensions. It installs such extension to an experimental instance
of itself and launches it with debugging attached. Although it allows to debug
the extension in an authentic environment, it tends to be cumbersome because
of the overhead involved in launching and operating the experimental instance.
Therefore, we use an application called StandaloneGui to simulate the much
more complex environment of Visual Studio in a simple WPF window, which
can be seen in Figure 9.2 This approach enabled us to debug the GUI efficiently
and minimized the need of using the experimental instance.
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Figure 9.2: User interface of the StandaloneGui application

9.3 Tests

So far we have mentioned only the manual usage of the mentioned scenarios.
However, their greatest benefit lies in the possibility to use them for automated
testing. To comply with the common test terminology, they correspond mainly
to acceptance tests, but can fulfil also the roles of integration and regression
tests. From all the tests present in AskTheCode, they can cover the broadest
range of situations and are the most straightforward to manage. The reason
is that they are simply a collection of C# classes and we can simply modify
and extend them. When a problem arises that breaks a test, we can use the
previously mentioned applications to discover its exact source and fix it.

Regarding other tests in AskTheCode, there are also unit tests for the
fundamental classes of SmtLibStandard and ControlFlowGraphs. We added
also automated tests of C# code to CFG translation, which check that it
throws no exception. In the future it might be beneficial to extend both the
range of types and coverage of the particular tests, but we currently consider
is sufficient with respect to the size and complexity of the whole project.
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Some of the future tests will also include performance measurements in
order to compare various algorithm optimizations. However, currently we
focus mainly on extending the functionality of the tool, not on the overall
speed. Having said that, it is possible to get a picture of the complexity of
the tested scenarios by investigating the automated test results.
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Conclusion

In our previous work, a static code analysis tool called AskTheCode was cre-
ated. It is implemented as a Microsoft Visual Studio extension enabling to
verify assertions in C# code using backward symbolic execution. Due to its
limited capabilities it cannot be currently used in real projects, but our goal
is to overcome this problem by progressively extending it.

The purpose of this thesis was to implement the capability of handling heap
objects and operations upon them. We started by reminding the theory behind
symbolic execution and SMT solvers. Then, three techniques of symbolic heap
implementation which seemed the most promising were introduced, namely
lazy initialization, symbolic initialization and the utilization of the theory of
arrays. The remaining two chapters of the first part were dedicated to the
existing tools that utilize some of these techniques and to the fundamentals
of AskTheCode.

In the second part, we summarized all the requirements on the final solu-
tion divided into three categories: the specifics of symbolic heap in backward
symbolic execution, integration challenges and possible performance hurdles.
These requirements were later used to evaluate all the mentioned techniques
and find the one that suits our needs the best. We selected to use the theory
of arrays, mainly because it is expected to have the lowest performance foot-
print. Apart from the symbolic heap implementation itself, we described also
various aspects of the entire solution, including the integration into the tool.
The most important decision was to create a clean interface for a symbolic
heap so that different techniques can be implemented later on.

To prove that our solution was designed and implemented properly, we
prepared a large set of scenarios. Although they can be used manually, their
greatest benefit is their usage as automated tests. Thanks to them, we can
safely state that the goal of the thesis was successfully accomplished and
AskTheCode made another step forward to being actually practically usable.
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Appendix A
AskTheCode User

Documentation

In this appendix we will show how to install and use AskTheCode. Further-
more, we will also explain its current limitations.

A.1 Installation

The following requirements must be met in order to perform the installation:

• Microsoft Windows 7 SP 1 or newer

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6.1. or newer

• Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 of version 15.6.5 or newer

• Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012

The installer of the Visual Studio extension is located in the bin/AskTheCode.vsix
file on the enclosed CD. An alternative way to try AskTheCode without
installing it to the IDE is to launch the standalone GUI application from
bin/ControlFlowGraphViewer/ControlFlowGraphViewer.exe. Keep in mind,
however, that this tool is mainly meant for debugging and therefore it is not
as user-friendly and stable as the extension.

A.2 Usage

For the first usage of AskTheCode we recommend to use the samples from the
enclosed CD. It is useful to copy them to a local folder so that it is possible to
modify them. The directory path on the CD is test/inputs/csharp and it
contains two projects. The Sample project consists of a low number of small
code examples, whereas the samples in the EvaluationTests project cover the
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A. AskTheCode User Documentation

functionality more systematically. When using AskTheCode to verify custom
code, remember to check the limitations listed in the next section.

Figure A.1: AskTheCode in Microsoft Visual Studio 2017

The extension adds a command named AskTheCode to the Tools menu.
Clicking on it will display the main panel, as seen in Figure A.1. In its top left
corner we can wee two buttons: Check reachability and Check correctness. As
their names suggest, the former simply attempts to find any execution path
leading to the currently selected statement, whereas the latter is concerned
only with the paths that break the currently selected assertion. Note that they
consider only public methods of public classes as the possible entry points of
the execution paths.

When a path exploration is started, its progress and intermediate results
are displayed in the panel below the mentioned buttons. It is possible to
explicitly cancel the exploration by the corresponding button, otherwise it is
terminated automatically when the specified time limit elapses, if it is unable
to finish earlier.

If any execution path is find during an exploration, it is shown in the
Found paths list. When a path is selected from the list, its call tree is dis-
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A.3. Limitations

played alongside the statements encountered during the execution of of these
methods. Figure A.1 shows also a replay panel, which allows us to traverse the
currently selected execution path as if it were a program being debugged. For
each point in the replay we can see the current values of all the local variables
and the state of the interesting objects on the heap. To navigate throughout
the replay, we can use the buttons known from debugging: Step over, Step
into and Step back. In addition to that, there are also two operations enabling
us to travel back in time. Step back moves us to the previous statement and
Step away brings us back to the call site of the current method.

A.3 Limitations

It is important to remember that although by supporting heap objects we
have improved the usability of AskTheCode in a significant way, it is still far
from being completed. It supports only a subset of C# language constructs,
powerful enough to create tests but not wide enough to be practically usable
yet.

From the basic types, only bool and all the integral types are supported,
whereas the latter are modelled using unbounded integers. Although this
approach violates the soundness, it is a common trade-off used among static
analysis tools. We can use the mentioned types in expressions created from
these operators: !, &, &&, |, ||, ==, !=, <, <=, <, >=, +, -, * and /. Division is
not modelled precisely, because it is not sound when a divisor is zero.

AskTheCode can model calls of both static and instance methods, but
they must not be virtual and the parameters cannot be passed by reference.
It can handle classes with their non-static fields, modifying them via references
and calling their constructors. However, it cannot reason about their runtime
types, so the operators like is, as or explicit casting cannot be used. The
support of inheritance is only experimental and not fully completed.

The statements used in the methods are limited to assignments, other
method calls, return, throw new, if, else and while. Note also that the
tool cannot handle loops and recursion in a graceful way and will usually get
stuck in an infinite loop.
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Appendix B
Contents of enclosed CD

.git .................................. Git version control system folder
bin....................................................... executables

bin/ControlFlowGraphViewer .............. CFG viewer application
bin/StandaloneGui.....................standalone GUI application
bin/AskTheCode.vsix.......................AskTheCode extension

lib..................................................external libraries
samples..........................source code of evaluation applications
src .............................................. AskTheCode sources
test................................................AskTheCode tests

test/inputs/csharp/EvaluationTests.........C# evaluation code
test/inputs/csharp/Sample ...................... C# sample code

text.......................................................thesis text
latex......................................thesis LATEX source code
thesis.pdf .............................. thesis text in PDF format

.gitignore.............................files and folders ignored by Git
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